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Cooperative Spirit

Eli

14 Engineering at MSU carries $2.5 million tag
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A study conducted by Murray
State University in July of 1990
shows strong support for establishing a professional engineering
program at the university.
The study indicates that the
approximate cost of a professional engineering program at Murray
State would be $2.5 million in
capital expenditure and SI million in recurring annual cost. No
new buildings would have to be
constructed.
The report was suggested by
Kerry Harvey, then chairman of
the board of regents, and prepared by Murray State.
Executives and administrators
of 13 industrial and constulting
,-engineering firms were personally interviewed and six chemical
and environmental engineering
programs examined in creating
the study.
According to the study, "The
major industries in the Purchase

cah should work together on the
Area encourage Murray State
engineering school issue.
University to develop such engi-The only real way to solve the
neering programs to meet the
problem is to figure out where
needs in the areas of environmenthe interests are parallel," he said.
tal, safety and chemical engineer-There's a positive way to do
ing and to enhance economic
development in western
this."
Kurth said there is a definite
Kentucky."
need for an engineering school
Murray State President Dr.
because companies have had to
Ronald J. Kurth said the universirecruit outside Kentucky for
ty has been making efforts to get
engineers.
an engineering school since he
"People educated in the region
arrived in 1990.
tend to stay in the region," Kurth
Paducah Community College
said. "I believe all institutions
officials are also seeking an engiought to pursue the goal of proneering school and requesting
viding engineers who are locally
$20 million from the state for the
educated."
construction of three buildings on
It has been speculated that
campus, renovation of a fourth
building and the improvement of Gov. Brereton Jones will add
PCC's request in his proposed
other campus facilities.
budget plan due Jan. 20.
"I think the biggest problem (at
However, Sen. Jeff Green of
PCC) is how to fund this type of
Mayfield said it will be up to the
endeavor with the fiscal difficulties," Kurth said. "There is a cur- legislators to approve the
riculum base at Murray State that expenditure.
can easily be developed."
Kurth said Murray and Padu- • See Page 2

Industrial
leaders say
school needed

U of L expands MSU's MBA classes
By AMY WILSON
Stall Writer

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although both Murray State
University and Paducah Community College would like to
have a four-year engineering
school located on their campuses,
area industrial leaders say they
would be happy to have one
regardless of the location.
John Wilham, manager of
human resources at IngersollRand in Mayfield, said the company has about 100 "pedigreed"
engineers working in various
fields of engineering.
"We would benefit tremendously from an engineering
school," he said. "The equipment
we produce is highly technical
•See Page 3

'MARK YOUP•Itedve& Times photo

Murray State University's Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology began offering classes In
the fall of 1991 after almost four years of construction.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Tith•i photo

Dr. Jim Vaughan, assistant dean of the College of Industry and Technology, discusses computer appItcatIons wfth Murray State University
student Unda Thrreatt

A cooperative effort between
Murray State University and the
University of Louisville will provide business students with additional classes through the interactive television network.
Murray State currently offers a
master's degree in business in
Paducah and Owensboro, as well
as on the main campus.
"The enrollment is strong in
both locations," said Dr. John
Thompson, dean of MSU's College of Business and Public
Affairs. "Obviously it's costly to
offer these classes."
Because of the costs involved,
T'hompson began to explore ways
to become more cost efficient.
"About six months ago, I asked
Dannie Harrison (assistant dean
of the College of Business and
Public Affairs) to draw up a tentative program for us in order to

offer the program on interactive
television," he said.
Offering the class via the interactive television network would
not only save money, but would
save time. said Dr. Vi Miller,
dean of the Center for Continuing
Education and Academic
Outreach.
. "You are saving money, but
the big savings is in human
resources," she said. "You can't
have a faculty member on the
road teaching at Madisonville,
Murray, Hopkinsville and Paducah in one week. We couldn't do
that."
Miller said that although technology is not inexpensive, the
benefits make it more cost
efficient.
"When you look at what it provides in terms of access, that's
when it becomes cost efficient,"
she said. "For the last six years, I
have had people call me and ask

for additional classes."
The first stage of the joint
effort will begin with an
exchange of programs during the
fall semester.
"U of L will offer a course that
we can download to our locations, which will increase access
a great deal," Thompson said. "In
return, we will offer one of our
Courses."

Thompson said U of L will
offer a graduate business course
in entrepreneurship, which is not
offered at Murray State.
"Students will be able to take
this class as an elective," he said.
"We have faculty with different
expertise at both places and a
cooperative effort makes for a far.
better MBA."
MSU has not yet determined
what class it- will offer.
Thompson said the joint effort
between the schools was created
1111 See-Page 2
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Clinton's mother dies in sleep
By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Notified early this morning that
his mother had died after a
"wonderful and very active
life," President Clinton immediately canceled a major foreign
policy address in Milwaukee
today and made plans to go
home to Arkansas.
White House Press Secretary
Dee Dee Myers said Vice President Al Gore was asked to
deliver the speech on Clinton's
behalf.

Clinton learned of the death
of his mother, Virginia Kelley,
in a telephone call some time
before 2:30 a.m. EST from her
husband, Dick Kelley, White
House spokeswoman Dee Dee
Myers said.
Clinton immediately called
his boyhood friend and chief of
staff, Mack McLarty, Myers
said. Lights were still burning
in the White House residence at
4 a.m.
The death leaves Clinton
without one of his most important role models, his most avid

Lackey files for Congress

defender and an unabashed
promoter of his political career.
"It's left everyone around
here feeling very sad. She was
always a very warm and welcome figure," Myers said.
"She was always hugging
everybody."
Clay Farrar, a spokesman for
the Kelley family, said he
talked to the president from
Arkansas this morning. "The
president asked that I emphasize that he believes his mother
II See Page 2

SEN. HENRY LACKEY

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
State Sen. Henry Lackey of Henderson today filed his candidacy
papers to run against incumbent
First District Rep. Tom Barlow in
the May Democratic primary.
Lackey, who runs a Henderson
radio station, appears to be the
last of,what was once a long line
of Democrats who were going to
take a shot at Barlow.
Barlow is in his first term after
a stunning upset of longtime
incumbent Carroll Hubbard in the
1992 primary.
Lackey said today he has

talked to many of those potential
opponents and now expects the
May race to be a two-man race.
Republican Steve Hamrick,
who ran against Barlow in the
1992 general election, is expected
to make another run this year
Lackey criticized Barlow for
voting for President Clinton's
budget package and accompanying tax increase last year. He also
endorsed the creation of a private
citizen review panel to look at
every government program to
recommend whether to keep or
drop it.

White House turning over thrift documents involving Clintons
By RICHARD KEIL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Under a subpoena negotiated
with the Justice Department, the
White House will begin today
turning over documents detailing
the first family's role in an Arkansas real estate venture. Senate

Republican leader Bob Dole
called the arrangement "almost
unbelievable."
"It has gotten out of hand now
because the White House is running the investigation, not the
Justice Department," Dole said,
renewing his call for an independent investigation.

NOTICE
•Murray State University will activate
its weather alert system at 10 am Jan
11 The university has recently installed
new equipment on Lovett Auditorium,
which needs to be tested. Once the
sirens are activated, they will sound for
three consecutive minutes.

"I think it cries out more than
ever now for an independent
counsel," he told CBS.
The White House said it would
begin turning over the documents
that detail the Clintons' halfownership of Whitewater Development Corp.
Spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers

said about half of the Clintons'
documents will be turned over to
federal prosecutors today, including the file found in White House
lawyer Vincent Foster's office
shortly after he committed suicide in July.
Prosecutors are trying to learn
whether funds were illegally

FORUM

SPORTS

• Managing editor Gina Hancock
questions Gov Brereton Jones' commitment to approve the operation of a
polytechnic institute at Paducah Community College instead of at Murray
State University

II Kentucky center Rodney Dent wit, no,
return for the No. 4-ranked Wildcats after
suffering a season-enling knee iniury
• • • •
II Texas kW's football program was
slapped with a 5-year probation Wednesday by the NCAA.

Page 4

Page 8

diverted from the failed Madison
time Clinton supporter James
Guaranty Savings and Loan to
McDougal, who, with his wife,
Whitewater and if depositors' Susan, co-owned Whitewater
funds were used to help retire
with the Clintons.
Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial
White House senior adviser
campaign debts. Clinton has
Bruce Lindsey said the subpoena
maintained that he did nothing
ensures the privacy of the docuimproper.
Madison was owned by long- • See Page 2
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Tip O'Neill dies at 81
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated NOSS Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr. procured the trade of local politics
from the suteu of Cambridge,
Mass , to the highest councils of
the U.S. government.
He arnved in Washington the
unknown successor of Rep. John
F. Kennedy and went home 35
years later as the nation's leading
Democrat. In his wake he left a
trail of anecdotes and a bevy of
friends of every political stripe.
O'Neill died Wednesday of a
heart attack at age 81 in Boston
following a long battle with
cancer.
If, as expected, hundreds of
people from former presidents to
the neighborhood cobbler shower
O'Neill's casket with flowers of
mourning, it would only be
fitting.
Because for O'Neill, sending a
card of condolence and a flower
arrangement to the family of a
deceassid constituent were basic
tools of his trade, which he plied
for half a century from the Great
Depression to the Space Age.
"All politics is local," O'Neill
would say in his enduring contribution to the political lexicon. He
credited the line to his father, a
bricklayer, who uttered the line
after O'Neill's overconfidence

among his own neighbors cost
him his lint city council race in
the early 1930s.
In a book by the same title,
published just before his death.
O'Neill expounded on the theory:
"A politician learns that if a constituent calls about a problem,
even if it's a street light out, you
don't tell them to call city hall.
You call city hall."
O'Neill played the part of the
door-to-door Boston-Irish pol
with relish, much the way the late
Sen. Sam Ervin of North Carolina
disarmed his opponents by
describing himself as "just an
old country lawyer" before tying
them in legal knots.
But O'Neill's fellow pros knew
better. He was a skillful modern
politician able to cultivate support among young reformers in
Congress while hauling the Reagan Republicans on the airwaves.
While railing against the corrupting influence of money on
Capitol Hill, O'Neill was one of
the most adept at raising funds,
including generous contributions
from corporate and labor lobbies.
During his tenure as House
speaker under President Reagan,
O'Neill led the opposition to the
conservative revolution. Through
his role as public spokesman for
the Democrats, O'Neill's bulky
frame and shock of white hair
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had a wonderful and very active
life," he said.
Mrs. Kelley, 70, died in her
sleep at her home in Hot
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Much of it was selfdepricating. Collapsing after an
arduous campaign, O'Neill once
complained to his wife, Millie,
about having made 200 speeches.
She replied: "It's not that you
gave 200 speeches. It's that you
gave the same speech 200
times."
Some of the humor could be
barbed. When O'Neill couldn't
get President Carter's top aide,
Hamilton Jordan, to return his
phone calls, the speaker began to
"accidentally" refer to Jordan as
"Hannibal Jerkin."
When Rep. John LeBoutillier,
R-N.Y., called O'Neill "big, fat
and out of control," O'Neill
replied, "I wouldn't know him
from a cord of wood."
O'Neill came of age in Massachusetts in an era when the Kennedy family dynasty got the
headlines.

FROM PAGE 1
"I have known about the
efforts at Paducah and at PCC to
acquire a polytechnic school for
several months now," Green said.
"I have also had meetings in
Murray with community leaden
and university representatives to
discuss the need for a school in
the area."
Green said MSU has been
interested in an engineering
school for a number of years.
"What was presented to me by
the Murray ofricials is that MSU
certainly has the facilities with
the Collins Center and the technical equipment would be conducive for the program," he said.
Finding enough funds to satisfy the various requests from
groups throughout the state will
be difficult, Green said.
"After talking to people who
have been here for 20 years and
from my own standpoint, this
will probably be the toughest session financially," Green said. "I
think you'll see very few bricks
and mortar projects throughout
the Commonwealth."
Rep. Freed Curd of Murray
said he is unsure whether there is
a need for an engineering school
in the area because of conflicting
information he received during
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came to symbolize — Some
would say cancaturize — his
Party.
Both Reagan and O'Neill
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tales.
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FROM PAGE 1
Springs, Ark., following a
lengthy battle with cancer. Her
death came as Clinton prepared
for a trip to Europe to meet
with heads of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization in Brussels, Belgium, and attend a
summit in Moscow.
He was still scheduled to
leave Saturday night, Myers
said.
Funeral arrangements were
pending, Myers said. The White
House planned to release a
statement later today.
A White House official,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said Clinton likely
will leave today for Hot
Springs. Stressing that all plans
were tentative, the official also
said the funeral could be held
as early as Saturday, which
would not necessarily conflict
with plans to begin the European trip.
Myers said it was unclear
whether Clinton would fly to
Arkansas today.
Although she was battling
cancer, Mrs. Kelley's death
came as a surprise to Clinton
friends in Arkansas and
Washington. She seemed in
good spirits during a New
Year's trip to Las Vegas and
the president's holiday-week
visit to her home in Hot
Springs. Mrs. Kelley had spent
Christmas at the White House.
The death is not the first
tragedy for the Clintons in the
past year, and will bring them
home for the third time to Arkansas for a funeral. First lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton's
father, Hugh Rodham, died
April 7 after suffering a stroke.
Longtime family friend and
Deputy White House Counsel
Vincent Foster killed himself in
July.

because some of the faculty
members know each other.
"I think we have mutual concerns and needs," Thompson
said. "You aren't going to be able
to expect everyone to get a college degree the same way they
did 40 years ago. Things are
changing."
Miller said the credit for the
joint venture should go to the
business schools.
-This type of cooperation only
happened because those two
schools saw a need and acted,"
she said. -The interactive network is going to continue to
expand because there is a statelevel recognition for the value of
this level of service."
Betty Brown, associate dean of
the U of L College of Business
and Public Administration, said
that if the pilot program works,
the schools may offer a joint
degree program targeted for those

meetings of the Higher Education
Review Commission.
The commission was created
by Jones to examine the efficiency of higher education.
"I was told that there was a
need for an engineering school
and then I was told that graduates
of the engineering schools at the
University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville were
unable to find jobs," Curd said.
"It is hard to know what to
believe.
"Is it the mission of a junior
college to have a 4-year professional school on campus alone? I
think people will take a hard look
at it. Plus, the $20 million request
during a revenue shortfall
couldn't happen at a worst time."
Sid Easley, vice chairman of
the MSU board of regents, said a
task force was established in
November to seek cooperative
agreements with other institutions
to provide engineenng education
in the region.
The task force consists of Dr.
Gary Boggess, dean of the MSU
College of Science: Dr. Tom
Auer, dean of the College of
Industry and Technology: Dr. Vi
Miller, dean of the Center. for
Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach; Dr, Jim
Booth, provost and vice president

fpr academic and student affairs.
Hob Jackson of HT Marketing;
Bill Ailams of Adams Construction Co.; and Easley.
Murray State and U of L. have
begun a partnership which will be
kicked off in the fall with the
advent of interactive television
Courses in engineenng.
"The task force has met twice
and is in the process of preparing
a report," Easley said. "It instipled the collective effort with U
of L."
Regent Wells Lovett of
Owensboro said he thinks MSU
already has the facilities and
much of the faculty to teach the
upper level classes required for
an engineering program.
"Kentucky has erred extensively in the past by trying to spread
limited resources too thinly,"
Lovett said.
-The need in western Kentucky
for greater resources be given to
higher education in the engineering field or any other field should
be placed where Kentucky
already has a major commiument
of resources both material (buildings and laboratories) and intellectual (trained faculty). That
place is Murray State University
in deep western .Kentucky," he
said.

who don't have access to a
university.
"Most MBA students work
during the day and take classes at
night," Brown said. "There are
some courses that a small segment of people would like to
take, but would be too costly for
one university to offer."
Serving a larger number of
people is difficult when state
resources are being cut, she said.
"The state has already mandated that several programs will
be shut down because of low
enrollment," she said. "No one
school has enough enrollment to
offer these special classes.
"If you want to expand and
serve these people by opening up
your service region, you have to
cooperate with other universities.
I think this will pave relationships with other universities."
The interactive television network uses computer-controlled
cameras and video screens to
operate. Unlike regular tele-

courses, students can ask questions an make presentations like
in a traditional classroom setting.
"I think that with the technology out there, it is too much of an
opportunity for MSU not to take
advantage of," Thompson said.
-There is no reason why we can't
go outside of the university to
provide a lecture so students will
be given exposure to the faculty."
Faculty members may have to
make adjustments in their teaching styles, he said.
"I know that when I am teaching a class, I like to arrange the
desks in a U-shape and walk
around," he said. "If and when I
get on the network, I will be
restricted to the camera. The classes will also have to be more
structured with a heavier use of
visual aids.

FROM PAGE 1
ments and "the privacy of the
process as provided for by federal
law." The subpoena also makes
it more difficult for others, like
members of Congress, to gain
access to the materials.
Once records are subpoenaed,
the records officially become part
of a criminal probe — and those
investigations take precedence
over requests for the same documents from Congress or other
fact-finders.
The president's private
counsel, David Kendall,
requested the grand jury subpoena Dec. 23 and it was issued the
next day.
The Washington Post reported

in today's editions that when
Kendall called the Justice Department to seek the subpoena, he
was the department already had
begun drafting one. White House
officials told the Post that Kendall then asked that the subpoena
be broadened to cover more
documents.
Myers said she has no information on the Post report but said
the White House was not engaged
in a cover-up. "We're not hiding
(anything). We're turning over all
the relevant documents ... The
president thought it was the right
thing to do."
The White House had said it
would take several weeks to
deliver the documents, but the
administration faces growing
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Kelley aided Clinton's career

REPORTS
MURRAY POUCE
Jan.
*Ricky K. Ferguson, Puryear, Tenn , was charged with
alcohol intoxication.
•Lhonda R. Nielsen, North 4th Street, was arrested on a
Christian County warrant charging her with nine counts of
theft by deception
•Oftscers responded to a two-vehicle wreck at the intersection of 121 N. Bypass and Coldwater Road According to the
accident report, the driver of the westbound car, James F.
Thompson of 2010 Coldwater Rd., did not notice that the car
driven by Carmen T Summerville of At. 3, Box 1100 was
stopped in traffic Thompson's vehicle, a 1987 Chrysler Fifth
Avenue, slid into the back of Summerville's 1978 Chevrolet El
Camino. Summerville was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and later released
Jan. 2
•Norman T Wyatt, Hardin, was charged with alcohol
intoxication.
.Jimmy L. Scott, Riviera Courts, was charged with second
offense driving on a suspended license.
•David C. Wheeler, Elm Street, was charged with fourth
degree assault following a domestic dispute.
*Brock Crouch was charged with alcohol intoxication
Jan. 3
.Danny C. Vilbert, Route 1, was charged with second
offense alcohol intoxication.
•Johnnie D. Gallimore, Route 8, and a 14-year-old juvenile
were charged with shoplifting from Kmart. Gallimore was also
charged with unlawful transaction with a minor.
Jan. 4
•Brett Roman Harris, Route 3, was arrested and charged
with shoplifting $174.74 worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart.
•Lona Gail Marrs, Paris, Tenn., was arrested for shoplifting
$29.96 worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart. A 15-year-old
juvenile was also charged in the incident.
SHERIFF'S DEPT.
Dec. 3/
•Bruce Elkins of Dexter reported someone broke into his
trailer and took some food and silverware. According to police
reports, there was no sign of forcible entry.
Jan. 1
.Deputies responded to a two-car wreck at 10:40 p.m. on
Lakeview Drive in Panorama Shores. According to the accident report, a 1993 Nissan Sentra driven by William E. Cline
of Sikeston, Mo., was traveling east on Lakeview Drive when
it ran off the road and hit a tractor trailer owned by Andy
Rachoy that was parked in a yard. Cline and a passenger in
his car, Andrew D. Abbitt, were transported to MurrayCalloway County Hospital and later released.

HOT SPRINGS, Ark. (AP) —
Virginia Kelley, whose ponyplaying ways and sunny disposition hid a will of iron that she
passed along to her son, President
Clinton, died of complications
from breast cancer today. She
was 70.
Mrs. Kelley, a retired nurse
anesthetist, dealt with adversity
with a confidence that bordered
on cockiness, and friends said
Clinton, who idolized his mother,
dealt with personal and political
trouble by following her example.
She buried three husbands, one
an abusive alcoholic. She lived
apart from her oldest child for
two years early in his life while
she furthered her education so
she could "give him the best."
She helped her only other child

through drug addiction and prisAnd, late in life, she battled
cancer.
"I have this knack of putting
bad things in the tack of my
head. Forget about them," she
said in 1992. "I just get up every
day and figure out how I can
make it the best day of my life."
With penciled-in, arched eyebrows, a streak in her hair, and a
passion for the porkies and nightclubs, Mrs. Kelley was a colorful
sidelight throughout her son's
career. Of her critics, she said in
1992, "Those are the people who
are used to women being shnriliing violets."
She was first diagnosed with
cancer in 1990, just before she
started working for Clinton's reelection as governor. She underon.

went a radical mastectomy and
was campaigning five days later
She told a group of women last
year that she had had a recurrence of cancer that had first
appeared in 1990 and was undergoing chemotherapy.
Speaking to a group fighting
breast cancer last year, the president commended "my brave
mother who struggles on with her
breast cancer condition and who
has resumed her remarkable
life."
Clay Farrar, the son-in-law of
Mrs. Kelley's current husband,
said Mrs. Kelley had spent
Christmas with the Clintons in
Washington and went to Las

Vegas for New Year's with her
husband. "She had lunch with
fnends (Wednesday) and literal
ly, out of the blue, passed away
in her sleep," he said.
Mrs. Kelley was born Virginia
Cassidy in Bodcaw, a small community about 12 miles from
Hope.
"I've never tried one thing in
my life that I haven't been able
to accomplish," she once said
"But I've never tried anything
that wasn't really important to
me.''
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete
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and complicated. My problem has
been getting engineers to come to
a rural area."
In order to aid in recruiting
efforts, Witham said the company
tracks high school students who
have gone to engineering schools
in Kentucky and brings them
back to the company.
"If there were a local engineering school, we would be very
interested in developing curriculum and co-op arrangements," he
said. "We don't care where the
school is located as long as there
is one."
Edward Shinners, executive
vice president and general manager of Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.
in Murray, said an engineering
school would be beneficial.
-The first benefit would be that
it would keep our talent at
home," he said. "It would also
give the opportunity for high
school students to go into scientific areas."
Shinners said the company currently hires most of its engineers
from other states.
"Not having a local school
makes it difficult to search for
employees," he said. "For graduates, it would mean tremendous
opportunities and higher paying

loot Wholnoll DI
Murray KY 42071

positions.
"It would be nicer for it to be
located at Murray State. but a
school would be welcome in
western Kentucky," Shinners
said.
William Dunning, one of the
owners of Apex Engineering, Inc.
in Calvert etty, said he thinks
PCC is strongly pursuing the
issue.
"I set Paducah working with
UK. which is already accredited,"
he said. "MSU has the facility,
but I don't think Murray is pursuing it as much as PCC."
Dunning said an engineering
school is especially beneficial for
the individual because it allows
him to become more professional
and puts him in the position to,
enhance his earnings.
"We arc seeing young people
who are unable to go to Lexington or wherever," he said. "With
a local school, the degrees would
be provided closer to home and
would reach more people. The
exact location, doesn't really
matter."
Tom Tarwater, senior plant
manager of Air Products in
Calvert City, said he certainly
sees a need for a local engineering school.
"We see that the numbers of
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people entering the engineering
field dropping nationally," he
said. "We think high school
seniors see it as an impediment
because there is not a local
school.
"I don't think it makes much
of a difference where it is located
because it will benefit the area no
matter what," Tarwater said.
Bill Adams, who is a member
of the task force studying engineering opportunities formed by
the Murray 'State board of regents
and owner of Adams Construc-
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tion Co. in Murray, said he is
unsure whether there is a longterm need for an engineering
school.
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"I think to a point there is a
need for one," he said. "But I
don't think we need to turn out
140 engineers each year. I don't
know if there is a real need for a
third engineering school.
"If you have to have a school,
why not go somewhere where the
facilities already exist? Spending
money to build one seems like a
waste of taxpayer's money,"
Adams said. "I can't sec the state
of Kentucky creating an engineering school at Paducah when
you already have facilities at
Murray."
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EDITORIAL

Jerry Bolls to be
missed by many
different people
"Will you please open your hymnals to page
'45? We will sing the first and last stanzas."
These words are typical of what Jerry L. Bolls
said over and over in the years he served as song
leader for Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ and
for Glendale Road Church of Christ.
His enthusiasm added emphasis to the worship
services at his church. One member explained it
this way: "When there were two worship services at
Seventh and Poplar, Jerry made each service meaningful and worshipful, even if you attended both
services."
He continued to serve his church faithfully even
as he struggled with his illness. In addition to his
work as song leader, he was a deacon and had at
one time been the youth leader for the church.
The owner of a local insurance agency, he was
also active in professional circles, including the
Underwriters Association.
Jerry and his wife, Karen, have been involved in
the activities of their two daughters, Kelly and
Kaci, and son, Jeremy. These included band, FHA,
and many other school and community pursuits.
Death has taken Jerry at the age of 52. Of course,
he will be missed by his family, his church and his
business associates.
He will also be missed by our community, which
he served on a daily basis as a concerned and
involved citizen who contributed in many ways.
We can pay tribute to Jerry and keep his memory
alive by donating to the Jerry L. Bolls Memorial
Scholarship Fund, c/o Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
We extend deepest sympathy to Karen, their
children, and to Jerry's mother, sisters and brother.

Even though he can't fund it,
Gov. Brereton Jones has already
determined that Murray State
University will not operate a
polytechnic institute in Western
Kentucky.
In a copynght story by The
Paducah Sun this week, the Governor made it clear that UK,
through Paducah Community
College, will run the program -if it ever gets off the ground.
Because of the shortage of
engineers in this region, some
type of engineering school has
been pursued. Area companies
have begun tracking students in
high school to lure them back to
Western Kentucky once they graduate from college.
MSU's board of regents
adopted a resolution in November
which stated the group's commitment to establish some type of
engineering training.
Paducah education and business leaders have taken it a step
farther. A local committee made
the commitment to raise $10 million if the state would put up the
remaining $20 million.
As with the 146, 1-69 project,
the Murray community will be
accused of "fratricidal bickering"
(Tom Barlow quote, Fall, 1993).
So be it. I'm feeling extra provincial today.
Jones told Sun reporter Bill

snola
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Gina Hancock
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Bartleman: "Murray is not set up
to provide this service and its
mission statement for the region
doesn't allow for this type of
engineering education."
Say what?
Our new mission statement
states: "The highest priority of
the University is given to
academic programs of distinctive
quality in the core liberal arts and
sciences, and to those programs
that meet regional needs by preparing graduates in the essential
professions of education, business, health services arid applied
technologies."
technoloApplied
gies...hmmm...what areas could
that include, I wonder?
Jones stated that UK, through
PCC, is the best route to take
because they already have accreditation. "If it were done through
Murray, it would mean starting
from scratch to get the program
accredited," he said.
It is true that it would take five

to 10 years for MSU to be
accredited.
But what scratch is he referring
to?
We already have the Martha
Layne Collins Center for Industry
and Technology, not to mention
all the upper-level core courses
needed to make any engineering
program fly.
Who would be starting from
stratch?
It sounds like PCC.
The community college will
have to construct three buildings,
renovate a fourth and improve
utilities.
Bartleman wrote that Jones
does not want to get "in the
middle of a regional turf battle
over higher education, but said he
hopes officials from Murray will
join in supporting the PCC/UK
project."
That statement is the very reason why Jones should authorize a
feasibility study of engineering
needs in the region and how best

to meet them.
Jones is the one who has
ranted about duplicating programs, yet we don't even know
what areas we need to offer
degrees in.
The Governor hasn't made any
definite financial commitments to
PCC. He has said onthat he
would include partial Articling an
the 1994-1996 biennium.
Maybe what little money he is.
able to scrape together can be
used to study the best way to utilize the resources of MSU, PCC,
U oft, and UK to train regional
students to be engineers.
A study conducted by MSU in
1990 found that three engineering
programs would result in capital
expenditures of $2.5 million and
would incur a recurnng annual
cost of 51 million.
MSU and U of L have recently
formed several cooperative educational projects, including an
engineering program.
It is an exciting partnership
and one that opens the door on a
wide range of projects.
Maybe we can do the same
with UK and PCC. Together we
might be able to build powerful
alt lances.
I wish Jones could have found
a way to tie us all together
instead of pulling out strings for
just a few.

FROM OUR READERS
Christmas from around the world
Dear Editor:
Chrisunas is past by only a few days but as a topic of conversation I am
still being asked "How was your Christmas?" Well I sort of got a chance to
review that question today because for me it is garbage "pick up" day and all
those boxes and wrappings and labels and stuff had to be chucked. Well it
was sort of the labels and stuff that answered the Christmas question!
As we put gifts away I found my new blue jeans were made in Honduras,
my house slippers in China, my pretty blue sweater was from Indonesia and
my flannel shirts made in Thailand! A review of my wife's loot revealed a
similar story; of nine articles, eight of them were imported! Only a pair of
socks (good ol Wal-Mart) was made in Alabama?
On a happy/sad note both our sons called (collect) to wish us a Merry
Christmas. Both were laid-off when their Houston jobs went to Mexico but
now one of them has a temporary. Fortunately their wives both work as
clerks, which helps pay the baby sitters. What do I want for Christmas next
year? Well, Santa, please look long and hard and find me something (just
anything!) made in the good ol USA next year. Somehow your gifts this
year just didn't speak my language!
J. Wilcox Miles
Route 6, Box 292 K
Murray

GUEST EDITORIAL
Dec. 29, The Coshocton(Oh(o)Tribune on Clinton'sfirst
year:
A glance over the presidential year reveals how thoroughly the voters' repudiation of George Bush succeeded. Disillusioned with a casually overconfident manager interested mainly in foreign affairs, the
electorate traded him in for an energetic young activist propounding a
government remedy for every domestic ill.
The new era of Democratic vigor at the White House has mainly
featured liberal social reform.
(President Clinton eagerly uses his executive powers to promote
sex education, abortion rights and public acceptance of homosexuality. Sex- and race-conscious hiring is a trademark of his
administration.
Ominously, and with supremely un-Bushlike determination, he la
bent on repairing the health care system by imposing an impenetrable
scheme of government regulation, mandates and price controls on
every doctor, patient and employer in the country.
In foreign affairs, Bush's steady hand at the tiller has been replaced
with what one critic sums tip as bluster followed by vacillation.
Bush in November 1992, 62 percent of the electoBy rejecting
rate chose change. A year into the Clinton administration, it is clear
that they mostly got it, for better and worse.

'WATCH'NIS— I PUT PLUTONIUM INTHE APPLE PIE.

CDC peddling 'myth'in
The Centers for Disease Control
is beginning an ambitious and
dangerous advertising campaign
this week, designed to persuade
people they will be protected from
sexually transmitted diseases, including AIDS, if they use a condom
while having sex.
The campaign is simplistic in
origin, inaccurate in conception and
highly dangerous in application be- few real-life experiences are either compartment
doesn't
qualify;
consistent or correct.
cause it will lull people into a false
though these are places 'many men
sense of security.
The CDC lists five steps one must keep them. Not following the
The CDCs Monthly Morbidity
take in order to use a condom CDC-recommended steps increases
Report undermines its own safety
correctly. They include using a new the failure rate beyond the 30
this,but it has chosen to ignore the
latex condom for each act of inter- percent minimum.
evidence. In its Aug.6, 1993,issue, course, putting on the condom beThe CDC says it is a "myth" that
CDC claims, "A recent laboratory
fore any sexual contact, making HIV can pass through condoms. In
study indicated that latex condoms
sure no air is trapped inside, em- fact, it is a myth that the virus cannot
arc an effective mechanical barrier
ploying only water-based lubricants pass. Some of the better condoms
containing
HIV-sized
partito fluid
(not oil-based which cause the con- (again when used correctly) can
an
endnote
that
cles." . There is
idom to dissolve) and immediate prevent HIV transmission, but some
refers the reader to a study by Dr. withdrawal after sex, hold the con- of the poorer brands do not Will
Ronald F. Carey, et al. reported in
dom to prevent slippage.
Consumer Reports be available at
the publication "Sexually Transmiteach point of condom sale? Not
Left off the list is a critical sixth
ted Diseases"(Vol. 19,July/August. step — the
likely.
condom must be prop1992). That study indicated the
erly stored at a reasonable temperaThe editor of Rubber Chemistry
cOndoms uses] in the test representure. A man's wallet or glove
and Technology. C.M. Roland, has
ted various major brands and were
bought from retail store shelves.
Carey reports finding that "leakage
of HIV-sized particles through latex
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their'
condoms was detectable for as
opinions on ow "Perspective" pageby writing letters to the editor. We
many as 29 of the f39 condoms
print letters on a Variety of topics, provided they comply with the fol-'•
used." If the CDC considers a 3()
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the.
percent failure rate -elective,"
writer's address ind telephone number included in case verification It
what does it consider ineffective?
vecPsetry (telephone numbers will not be published). Letief1 must Mr
Most condom tests are conducted
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublO"
under laboratory conditions that are
spaced if possible. We resent the right to condense or reject any letter;
unlike real-life situations. The CDC
and to limit frequent writers.
and other advocates of condoms use
. Letting should be adressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledge
the words "consistent" and "correct"
& Times, P.O.Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,
when speaking of condom use, but

Just drop us a line ...

written that "the rubber comprising
latex condoms has intrinsic voids
about 5 microns (0.0002 inches) in
size. Since this is roughly 10 times
smaller than sperm, the latter are
effectively blocked in ideal circumstances ... Contrarily, the 'AIDS
virus is only 0.1 microns (4 millionths of an inch)in size. Since this
is a factor of 50 smaller than the
voids inherent in rubber, the virus
can readily pass through the condom should it find such a passage."
The CDC's dangerous campaign
clearly would not have been
launched under the two previous
administrations, which included the
cautious and nonpolitical Dr. Bill
Roper as CDC's head. Now, in an
administration filled with young
activists and others whose morals
were formed in the "free love"
1960s, condom use is regarded as
the best protection against what
used to be regarded as immoral
behavior.
David Satcher, who is scheduled
to take control of the CDC this
month,describes himself this way in
an interview with USA Weekend:
"My leadership style is one of
activism -- trying new things and
promoting them."
In life-and-death matters involving sex, HIV and AIDS, this is
certainly the wrong approach. Condoms arc the snake oil that sorne
politicians and social activists sell to
unwitting people who think they
can escape the consequences of
wrong behavior. Remember, condoms can be hazardous to your
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ARTS
; A capella ensemble
Chanticleer to be at
Lovett Auditorium
Thursday. Jan. 20 at 8 p.m. Fraacisco's Mission Dolores. Soon
Loveu Auditorium will be filled
the ensemble went on to win interwith the seamless blend of voices of
national acclaim with performances
in Bruges, Cologne, Holland and
America's foremost a capella vocal
Austria. Chanticleer performs over
ensemble, Chanticleer, a Murray
eighty concerts annually throughout
Civic Music Association presentsthe United States, Europe and Asia
uon.
The 12 member vocal ensemble,
Chanucleer's captivating stage
has thrilled and delighted audiences
presence and flair make the ensemacross the United States. Europe
ble one of America's finest musical
and Asia for over fourteen years.
auracuons. The Philadelphia InAdmission to the performance is
quirer said, The group rendered all
by MCMA membership or MSU
this material with gorgeous tone,
student I.D. Tickets may also be
perfect intonation, and ideal phraspurchased at the door.
ing and pacing, all of which has
The only full-time professional a
become a matter of routine for these
cappella vocal ensemble in the
superb singers."
United States,Chanticleer has deveLovett Auditorium, on the Murloped a remarkable reputation for
ray State University Campus, is
it's interpretation of vocal literature,
accessible to the handicapped. This
from Renaissance to contemporary.
season is funded in part by a grant
gospel and venturesome new music.
Founded in 1978 by Louis Botto, • from the Kentucky Arts Council. a
state agency.
Chanticleer made its debut in San

Art guild
sets class
in drawing
The Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild will be sponsoring a five
week course in Drawing with
Pastels beginning Tuesday. Jan It,
at 7 p.m at the Guild Gallery, 121
West Broadway in Mayfield.
Instructor for the course will be
Lisa Yates, who is majoring in an at
Murray State University, working
principally in pastels for the last two
years.
Tuition for the course will be
$25.00 for an guild members,
$45.00 for non-members.- A one
year membership is included in the
non-member tuition, permitting the
student to participate in other guild
activities at member rates. Preregistration is required.
Paper will be supplied for the
class.
To enroll in Drawing with Pastels
or for more information, call the
perform
in
Lovett
group
ensemble
in
the
United
States,
will
Chanticleer, the only full-time professional a walla vocal
Mayfield/Graves Art Guild at 502Auditorium on the Murray State University campus Jan 20 at 8 p.m. The group, founded in 1978, has performed all 247-6971.
over the country and the world,

Alexander receives
writing fellowship
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Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
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insurance protection
and tat deferred
interest'features To
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Permanent Exhibits
• Parker Barbershop donated by
Dr. William J. Colburn, shaving
mugs and accessories donated by
Danny Harrison and Tom Jones.
• Nathan B. Stubblefield exhibit
• Bogie Antique Gun Collection

lemin• - Benton

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Free admission. 8:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. Saturday.
• Early Years at MSU
• Campaign buttons from 1928 to
present, collection of Dr. Winfield Rose
• Civil War in Western Kentucky
• Julian Carroll memorabilia
• Scottish Heritage Exhibit
• Noble Knight Collection of
Clocks

Jim Crick
Woodmen Bidg,
3rd & Maple, Murray
489-2322

753-4461

***

FLEMING FURNITURE PRESENTS

BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR Tin ARTS
Murray;Calloway County ()amber or Commerce

•Dally & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates
East Main St.

Fleming - Benton & Poducoh ••• Fleming - Benton & Poducoh

*•* Fleming - Benton & Poducoh * * *

••

Thru Jan. 31
Exhibit--"A Good Turn for Uncle
Sam: Boy Scouts on the Homefront," showcases many projects
undertaken by Boy Scouts during
WWII to support the war effort.
Through photographs, poster, uniforms and other Scout equipment,
and newsreel footage, the exhibit
explores all that Boy Scouts were
able to accomplish with enthusiasm
and hard work during those tough
years. The exhibit is produced by
the National Scouting Museum,
Free, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday, I to 5 p.m. Sunday,
Murray/Calloway County Library,
710 Main Street
Jan. 7 thru Feb. 15
Guest Artist Exhibit--"Warrington Colescou Retrospective," work
by one of the premier printmakers in
the U.S., free, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m..
.Monday/Wednesday/Friday, 8 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m. Tuesday/Thursday, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, 1 to 4 p.m.
Sunday. Eagle Gallery. (Reception
Jan. 31 at 5:30 p.m. followed by a
lecture at 7 p.m.)
Weekly
Painting Sessions--10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Tuesday/Wednesday/Friday,
6:30 to9 p.m. Thursday, Murray Art
Guild, 103 N. 6th Street, visitors
welcome.

UPS

N1-1, C a.m.- X p.m. Sat. C a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
753.23140
Ohmpic Plaza
11%, 1.11

802 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.753-8181, 753-2130 (FAX)
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Daily Monday - Friday
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Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
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Calendart

UPS Pick-Up

MURRAY'S OLDEST SHEET METAL COMPANY
--Since 1937--
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Constance Alexander, a writer
from Murray, has been selected to
receive a playwrighting fellowship
through the Kentucky Women Writers' Project which is funded
thiNugh the Kentucky Foundation
for Women.
The fellowship entitles Alexander to spend one month in residence
at the Mary Anderson Center for the
Arts, in Mt Saint Francis, Ind.
Writers are invited to the Mary
Anderson Center based on two
criteria: 1) A body of work which
demonstrates that they are committed to their art. 2)The artistic merits
of the project they propose to
undertake. while in residence.
Ms. Alexander's proposed project
is to wnte a play in poetic form for a

For Your Comenience Noss Oilers

*Welding Fabrication
•Architectural Sheetmetal
•Galvanized, Aluminum, Stainless, Copper, Brass
•Plasma Cutting Machine

• • Flemin.

Through
women's
foundation

single, female character.
Louisville writer Lucy Shapero,
author of "Never Say Die," was the
project judge. According to Sarah
Roberson Yates, executive director
of the Mary Anderson Center, Alexander was selected because of the
quality of writing in "Pinstripe
Suite," a play in poetic form she
wrote in 1992.
Constance Alexander is an
award-winning newspaper columnist, published poet, fiction writer,
playwright, and regular commentator on WKMS-FM, the National
Public Radio affiliate. In 1990 and
1991, she received playwrighting
grants from Kentucky Arts Council
and Kentucky Foundation for Women. Since 1989, her plays have
been produced at the West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival, in various theaters in Kentucky, as well as
in professional theaters in Chester,
Massachusetts, and Nantucket
A native of New Jersey, Alexander has lived in Murray since 1988.
She is married to Roy Davis, an
artist and arts consultant.

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
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TODAY
Scholarships given
The Scholarship Trust Fund of
the Blood River Baptist Association presentoi scholarships to two
U.

Taco
Salad
nog 340
Vlfr CoupOrr

livery. 141 (12th St) • Murray

CHERI THEATRES
1008 Chestnut
Murray, KY
751-3314

Cunningham
girl born here

Tombstone (a)
1:30 400 706 545
Mrs. Doubdire (P053)
1:30 4:00 7:00 025

The Rev. and Mrs. Sammy
Cunningham of Rt. 3, Box 445,
Benton, are the parents of a
daughter, Alyssa Grace Cunningham, born on Wednesday. Dec.
29, at 5:55 a.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
11 ounces and measured 20'/.
inches. The mother is the former
Deborah Roos. A sister is Kayla
Ruth Cunningham.
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
David Roos and Robert Cunningham and the late Mrs. Ruth
Cunningham.

The Pelican Brief (P613)
150 615 700 4.40

geradais

(faca13)

1.30 545 750 1120

Wayne's World 2 (worm
1.30 3:30 715 315
Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only

.15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
'Computerized Records
'Cards & Gift Items
•PCS •Medimet
'BC-BS 'Paid State Aid
'Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

JO'S DATEBOOK

ministers from Calloway County
at the January Mission Board
meeting at First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton.
Receiving the scholarships
were the Rev. Ronnie McPherson, pastor of Flint Baptist
Church, Alrno; and Alan Miller,
Rt. 1, Farmington, youth minister
and family life director of Hardin
Baptist Church.
McPherson is a student at
Southern Baptist Theological
Serninary, Louisville, off campus
program at Mid-Continent Baptist
Bible College, Mayfield. Miller is
a student at Mid-Continent Bapust Bible College, Mayfield.
Making the presentations was
Billy Rose, chairman for the
committee, according to the Rev.
Terry M. Sills, director of missions for Blood River Baptist
Association.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
iM1111

TOPS KY. *469 meeting tonight
TOPS Ky. #469, Murray Chapter will meet tonight (Thursday) at
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from
6 to 6:45 p.m. with the meeting to begin at 7 p.m. The program on
"New Beginnings in '94" will be presented by )(liana Darnell.
TOPS is a non-profit organization dedicated to those interested in
weight loss. All visitors and interested panics are invited to attend.

Single Too plans meeting
Single Too will have activities on Saturday, Jan. 8, and Monday,
Jan. 3. The group will meet at 6 p.m. at JCPenney parking lot to go
to Knot's Landing Restaurant, Paris, Tenn., to eat and then to a
dance at Camden. Tenn. On Monday the group will meet at Louie's
Steak House at 6:30 p.m. with the program by Joe. This is a support and social group for all single men and women whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Celia, 753-6078, Wynnona, 753-7845, or Kay. 436-5000.

Singles (SOS) plans party

Aft

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Saturday, Jan. 8,
at Arvis' house for dinner. Singles should meet at Chamber of
Commerce at 3 p.m. to carpool/caravan to Arvis' house for soup
and homemade bread. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational support and social group for all single adults whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeane,
753-0224, or Linda. 437-4414.

Susan Michelle Kelly and
Douglas Wayne Sullivan to marry

Kelly-Sullivan wedding
vows to be said Feb. 5
Susan Michelle Kelly of Rt. 6, Murray, and Douglas Wayne
Sullivan of Rt. 1, Wallace, Neb., announce their approaching
marriage.
The bnde-elect is the daughter of Dr. Prue W. Kelly and Linda
Welborn Kelly of Rt. 6, Murray. She is the granddaughter of Dr. Prue
H. Kelly of Marietta, Ga.
The groom-elect is the son of John L. Sullivan and Donna Johnson
Sullivan of Rt. 1, Wallace, Neb.
Miss Kelly is a graduate of Murray High School and Centre College
at Danville. She received her degree in Office Administration at Murray State University. She has been employed for five years at Creasy
Systems, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Sullivan is a graduate of Wallace Public High School and
received his degree in Agriculture from McCook Community College.
He is self-employed in farming.
The vows will be said Saturday, Feb. 5, at 4 p.m. at St. Mary's
Catholic Church, Wallace, Neb.

Homemakers meeting Friday
Calloway County Homemakers will have a council meeting on
Fnday. Jan. 7, at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn, Murray. Vinita Winters,
president, urges all council members and all members of homemakers clubs in the city and county to attend.

Four Rivers Friends to meet Sunday
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, Jan. 9, at 2 p.m. in
the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Velvaleen Burkeen at 753-6979 or Jamie Fields at
753-9450. The public is invited to attend these events.

Gene Landolt undergoes surgery
Gene Landolt of Murray is now recuperating from open heart
surgery at Baptist Memorial Hospital. Memphis, Tenn. Persons
may send him cars and letters to Gene Landolt, Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. 38146.

Fire District 5 will meet
Fire Protection District 05 will meet Sunday. Jan. 9, at 3:30 p.m.
at the #5 Fire Station, located south of Kirksey. The meeting is
open to the public, according to Shirley Burgess, district board
member.

HOSPITAL REPORTS

'Rows
January Clearance!

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Jan. 4, have been released as
follows:
Navrborn admissions
Robison baby girt parents, Pamela
and Robert, Rt. 1, Box 440, Springville, Tenn.;
Morns baby girl, parents. Jennifer
and Charles. P.O. Box 1322, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Janios J. Mania, Rt. 3, Box
126, Murray; Andrew W. Hefner, Rt 1,
Box 70, Murray; Miss Karen J. Gill. Rt.
5, Box 250, Murray;
Mrs. Sheila N. Sins, Rt. 2. Box Al,
Mobile Home Village. Murray; Mrs.

Christie D. Hobbs, 11511 Wilma' Rd.,
Murray:
Wailer I Morris, Rt. 4, Box 160A,
Richmond, Mo ; Mrs. Denise Parrish
arid baby girl, 212 Irvan, Murray;
Albert Crinendon, Rt. 1, Box 74A,
Murray; Mrs. Dorothy N. Higgins, P.O.
Box 24, Alm°, George A. rft.bron, Rt.
2, Box 89, Hazei,
Mrs. EMe W. Vaughn, 1615 Main
St.. Murray; Mrs. Maude Johanneen,
151 East Unitz4oth
elyJrch Rod., Hardin;
Mrs. ktabie
penny, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs. Oma 0.
Mitchum, 610 Wynn St., P0166 Tenn.;
Ray Rhode, 517 South Seventh Si,
Murray.

SHOES & BOOTS

LOUNGEWEAR

Dressy & Casual

AND

PIER l's

SLEEPWEAR

FINAL MARKDOWN

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

ON

CHRISTMAS MERCHANDISE
NOW REDUCED

Entire Stock Fall & Winter

SPORTSWEAR

1/3 to 1/2 on

75%!

Entire Stock

COATS
Entire Stock Fall & Winter

1/4 to 1/2 OFF

Also... We're now setting up our
SALE TABLES with merchandise from
throughout the store.

Leather, Wool and Outerwear

ALL REDUCED

DRESSES

50%1

1/3 to 2/3 OF,

Plus... All furniture reduced 20% to 50%
with some one-of-a-kind and damaged
pieces reduced 50% to 65%!

HANDBAGS

1/3 to 2/3 on
Downtown • Murray

25%

OFF

Moll imports]

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Jan. 6, have
been released as follows:
Nawborn admIssIons
Stewart baby girl, parents, Kern and
Danny, 1796 Jack lAze Rd., Cerulean,
Walker baby boy, mother, Sharon
Brown, Rt. 1, Box 54, Hazel.
Dismissals
lArs. lJnda Sue Rambo, HC Box
239-E, Now Concord; John Canerdy,
HC Box 102A, New Concord; Mrs. Utile Giesbrecht, Rt. 7, Box 454, Murray:
Mrs. Paulette Duncan, Rt. 6, Box 58
E-4, Murray; Mrs. Ann! Henschel, At.
7 Box 195, Murray; Emmett Mitchell
Mille III, 812 Mason, Mayfisid;
Mrs. Ruby F. Skation, 1508 Sycamore St., Murray; Mrs. Lucille Hortta.
Rt. 1, Box 43, Akno; Mrs. Ernestine W
Chambers, Rt. 3, Box 323, Murray;
DOGS HOW1911W041, P.O. Box 294,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Bonnie Magness,
618 West Sixth St., Benton.
Mrs. Sylvia Stone, West View Nursing Hans, Murray; Mrs. Mary Haman,
213 South 12th St., Murray.
ExplratIons
I.4rs. Reba Alice Cleyton, 422 South
Eighth St., Murray; Charles Frank
Folios, Rt. 1, Box 250, Dexter

'The
Daisy
13if After Christmas

SALE!
Skids

Friday, Jan. 71b

1/2 OFF
Plus $4.00
ALL WINTER
MERCHANDISE

The
Daisy
So. Fulton, TN
901-479-2550

University Plaza . On Chestnut St. .. Murray
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LIBRARY NEWS
• • • •
My personal preference is for
The Opening of the American
West, edited by Bill Yenne. It's
filled with photographs from the
earliest days of the pioneers. The
text LS interesting and informative
and the pictures are excellent.
• • • •

By SEM GRAVES
Public Library 011111CiOf

for

TICKETS PRESENTED — MANI Morton, right, presents two tickets
Kathy
the Garth Brooks concert to be held Feb. 3 at Evansville, Int, to
County High Sena&
Jo Stubbialleid, senior tins sponsor' st Calloway
The tickets, donated by Krfsti's parents, Michni and Paula Norton, are
fund. The
being raffled with MI the proceeds going to the Senior class
Who've(
ratite bents are being sold for $2 each or three tickets for $5.
Garth
hOlds the winning ticket will have two nits In Row 12 to see
!Noon on Thursday, Feb. 3.
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Thorsday, Jam.
First Place Program orientation
merrung/7 pm/Weaside Baptist Church.
Info/Linda Lesser.
Mask Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/rehe•raa1/7
p miclub house.
Past 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars
and Auxiliary/7 p.m./National Guard
Armory.
Pet Therapy Trip/3 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
C•mpasslosate Friends special
meeting/I:30 pm./private dining room at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Cafetena. Info/762-1274.
German Shepherd Dog Club of Western
Kentucky/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
,_ibrary. Info/436-2858.
Calloway Calmly High School Council
Budget Committee and Policy Manual
Committee/2:45 pinIschooi.
Murray Wastes of the Moose Board
meeting/7 pm. and Enrollment/8 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/I 30 p.m.; Prayer
and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main Street
Youth Center.
First Christian Church events include
Youth Bible Study/4:30 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church event.
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
SL Lee's Catholk Church events include
RCIA/7 p.m.; Knightt of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m.
Traders of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church/7 p.m.
Computer Chub/7 p.m/Firm Presbytenan
Church.
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day Out19 a.nl, and 3 P.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
nth Si. Info/Joan, 759-13.45, or Richard,
759-9994.
TOPS 11469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
"New" Bridge Club of Murray/7
p m./Weaks Community Center.
Info/435-4137.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak' Center/open 8 a.m.-4 pm/for
senior citizens activities. Program on
reminiscing your school days.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray Middle School Basketball Team
hosts Calloway County Middle School/6
p.m.
Calloway Comity High School Junior
Vanity Basketball Team plays at Marshall County/6 p
Murray High School Junior Varsity and
Varsity Girls Basketball Teams play at
Carlisle County/6 p.m.
Singles Frkodakip of Parts, Tes•J730
p.m/Faint Bureau Building, Paris. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and 41.4non closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753.8136 or 435-4314.
Narcotics A•ooyinows/7:30 p/m./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/753-0781.
Racer Athletic Association meeting/5:30
p.m./Pagliai's.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Young l• Hearts Class/1 0:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 a.m. to 1230 p.m. and I -30 to 430
p.m.
Friday, Jam. 7
Calloway County Homemakers Club
Council meeting/10 a.m./Holiday Inn.
Hazel Crater/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast/8:30
a.m.
Country Da•ce/Hardin Community
Caster/7:30 p.m.
Maio. sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 pm./National Guard Armory
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Friday, Jas. 7
Bingo Play/7 p.m. at Wishing Well,
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group. Public invited.
AA and Al•Anisa/11 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora
Mato Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Korean Bible Stody5/4 p.m./First Pmsbytenan Church.
Murray High School Varsity Girls and
Boys Basketball teams host Fulton
County/6 p.m.
Calloway Coonty High School Lakers.
Boys Junior Varsity/6 p.m. and Boys
Varsity/7 pm./at Hickman County,
Clinton.
Calloway County Middle School
Seventh Grade basketball game at
Benton/3:30 p 11,6mm/a p m./Murray Moose Lodge.
West Kentucky Quarter Horse Show/7
p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Admission free.
Great Artist Exhibit of "Warrington
Colescott Retrospective" prints opens/
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Censer, Murray State University.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
830 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 to 1.30
pm.

If you have to eat lighter (and
most of us could stand to), you
might as well use the best cookbook that you can get.
The Cooking Light 1994 Cookbook (ruin Oxmoor House is one
of the best I've seen recently.
The chicken and black-eyed pea
salad looks great as does the
tamale pie and the porkchoy and
cabbage casserole.
The pictures are great, all the
recipes have calorie, sodium, and
fat counts with them and the preparations aren't overly complex. I
may have to go out and buy one
for myself.
• • • •

We have a whole heap of large
print books in this week.
There's The Two Sisters by
H.E. Bates and Full Circle by
Margaret York. We also have
Take a Girl Like You by King[sty Amis, one of our best British
authors. His writings are always
laced with humor and Take a Girl
Like You is no exception.
Mysteries are Dirty Weekend
by A.T. Scholefield, Ellis Peters'
The Will and the Deed. Blood on
Turf by Glennis Wilson, and
Deadly Reunion by Jeffrey
Ashford.
Mike Bond's The Ivory Hunters is a little out of the ordinary
by its being set in Africa. It's
about an ex-SAS man tracking
down the elephant poachers that
kidnapped the pretty French
archaeologist he was in love
with. It reads well and is very
much worth the effort.
As for westerns, we have
Devil's Butte by Ray Hogan,
Shadow of the Grizzly by Larry
Jay Martin, Renegade Canyon by
Peter Dawson and The Gunfight
by Richard Matheson.
You'll be particularly interested in Luke Short's Blood on
kthe Moon and Zane Grey's Wild
Horse Mesa. Both authors are
extremely reliable when it comes
to good western reading.

A Very Private Plot is the new
Blackford Oakes Spy novel by
William F. Buckley Jr. It seems
that an over-active senator is trying to disarm the CIA. This
means forcing Oakes to talk
about the covert activities he
supervised at the agency. Suddenly, up crops the story that a small
group of Russian veterans of
Afganistan had tried to assassinate Mikhail Gorbachev.
As always, Buckley presents us
with some of the best spy stories
going. It's highly recommended.
• • • •
Iris Murdoch's The Green
Knight and Margaret Wood's The
Robber Bride are both in this
week. (The Robber Bride is in
large print).
Both of these are about groups
of people to whom things happen.
(Is THAT vague enough for
you?) It's like going for a Sunday
drive: the destination isn't as
important as the trip. Both books
give us a leisurely trip through
the emotional countryside. Both
are first rate reading.
• • • •

TODAY
Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
announces the opening
of her accounting practice
at a new location
beginning January 10, 1994

•
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

SNAPM
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

The only problem with the
emotional countryside is that you
can't bring home pictures. Not so
with the National Geographic's
Hawaii's Hidden Treasures. This

1-800-432-9346
rt•NCIT,War'MO 4•1•••RIXSIC•11

5
.
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is a 200-page guide to the more
colorful aspects of the Hawaiian
Island. Wonderful pictures and
easy-to-read text make this a real
winner.

g New Year
New Sale
New Prices!

Chapman gets award
The Courier-Journal Award of
Excellence was recently awarded
to Valerie Celeste Chapman, a
17-year-old senior at Murray
High School. She received the
plaque at the 4-H Achievement
Banquet.
This award is given annually to
a student that is avitve in both
school and community activities.
Chapman as been an active
member of the speech teach for
seven years. She is serving as
vice president of the speech team
this year and is in charge of running the Nathan B. Stubblefield
Tournament. She was also a
member of the cast, "The Diviners," which recently placed first
at the State Drama Festival at
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green.
At Murray High School, Chapman is an honor roll student, editor of the Black and Gold newspaper, a member of Future
Homemakers of America, the
Foreign Language Club and Tr Alpha.
Chapman has been a member
of 4-H for the past nine years and
was the State Fashion Revue winner last year and represented
Kentucky at the National Congress in Chicago. She also acts as
Mistr -, of Ceremonies at various community evtnts. She has
recently been asked to speak to
one of the classes in Murray
Transition School on the importance of reading and staying in
school.

ATTENDS CONVENTION — Lucy Ully of Murray, pictured Ian, attended
the meeting of National Association Of Vocational Home Economics
Teachers (HAVHET), an affiliate of the American Vocational Education,
Mid Dec. 3-7 at Sheraton Music City Hotel, Nashville, Tents. Mrs. Ully
served as president of the national association In 1973-74. She
attended the NAVHET reception Dec. 4 and In NAVHET awards luncheon on Dec. 5 honoring past presidents. The convention theme was
-Vocattonal Education: Skills for A Ulatime." Mrs. Ully retired its teacher of Home Economics from Murray High School. Pictured, from loft,
are Mrs. Lilly, Mary Both Stine of Illinois, president in 1977-78, and Batty Stephenson, Colorado, president In 1974-75.
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Celeste Chapman

Other community activities
include being president of the
Young Actors Guild, Playhouse
in the Park, and acts as their representative at the Playhouse

Liz Claiborne
Purses

Board meetings. Chapman has
been active in Community Theatre activities in Murray and Mayfield for the past nine years.
Chapman plans to attend Mur-
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ray State University next year
and major in Journalism/
Communications.
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SPORTS
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Texas A&M stung by NCAA
COLLEGE STATION, Texas
(AP) — The NCAA praised and
punished Texas A&M University's football program all in one
announcement.
While complimenting administration efforts to comply with
NCAA rules, the NCAA slapped
the Aggies with a five-year probation and banned them from television and a bowl game next
season.
The announcement came Wednesday, following an investigaUon that found nine players were
paid for summer jobs that

Aggies get 5-year probation
included no work. The NCAA
told the Aggies they didn't exercise close enough control over its
summer Yobs program.
The sanctions could have been
worse — much worse.
NCAA officials said they considered issuing the death penalty,
a two-year ban on football at
Texas A&M. but said cooperation
by school officials swayed them
from that punishment.
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actions of players during summer
jobs. The report said the players
received a total of $27,800. Of
that, 517.855 was unearned, it
said.
Dean Gage, the university's
interim president, said the school
had no plans to appeal the
sanc nom.
"This issue is a single, isolated
CAW and we regret that this incident will impact negatively thousands," Gage said.
He estimated the school would

"One reason we're so frustrated is that we've worked so
hard and still had this one isolated case," said Aggies head
coach R.C. Slocum. "They found
that we were doing an outstarbding job. The committee cited us
for having an outstanding compliance program."
Texas A&M told the NCAA in
a 1,227-page report that it should
not be held accountable for the • See Page 9
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Kentucky loses 6-10 Dent for year
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky center Rodney Dent
will undergo surgery after suffering a season-ending knee
,injury against Vanderbilt,
according to the school's sports
information office.
Results of magnetic resonance imaging performed Wednesday showed that Dent tore
two ligaments and nicked the

• Kentucky's
Rodney Dent
started all 11
games and
averaged 10.5
points and 5.4
rebounds per

game.
cartilage in his left knee.
Kentucky team physician

Ex-Racer Martin
among CBA elite
Murray Ledger &

Times

Former Murray State Racer
Jeff Martin has been selected to
play in the upcoming CBA AllStar Game.
Martin, playing in his second
season for Grand Rapids after
playing in Spain last year, is the
fifth-leading scorer (20.6 ppg)
in the league. He is making his
second appearance in the AllStar Game, having played in
1991-92.
Murray State's all-time scoring leader, Martin was drafted
by the Los Angeles Clippers of

the NBA in 1989. In two seasons with the Clippers, Martin
appeared in 143 games and
averaged 6.7 points per game.
In 1991-92, Martin averaged
19 points per game and started
all 56 games for Grand Rapids.
In that season, the 6-5 forward
from Cherry Valley, Ark.,
scored 13 points in the his first
CBA
All -Star Game
appearance.

At Murray State, Martin led
the Racers to two Ohio Valley
Conference championships and
was named the player of the
year twice.
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is to have him stay here at Kentucky for the next year and a
half and rehabilitate his knee
completely," Kentucky coach
Rick Pitino said.
Dent, a native of Edison, Ga.,
transferred to Kentucky in 1992
from Odessa Junior College in
Texas. He started 32 games last
season, averaging 6.4 points
and 5.1 rebounds.

Mets
for K.

Olajuwon, Rockets
top 2-27 Mavericks;
Mashburn scores 37

Murray State's all-time leading scorer Jett Martin, now with Grand
Rapids, was recently selected to his second CBA All-Star Game.

Start Report

David Caborn will perform
surgery to repair the tears Jan.
16 in the UK Hospital. Dr. Norman Scott, team orthopedic surgeon for the New York Knicks,
will assist Caboni.
The injury ends the 6-foot-11
senior's career at Kentucky
since he is ineligible for a medical redshirt.
"Our goal for Rodney Dent

Oilers' Ain

Ledge, 8 Tures tie photo

Popery. Jones scored nine points and pulled down 11 boards In the
Mays loss.

DALLAS (AP) — Hakeem
Olajuwon passed another career
milestone Tuesday when he
became the Houston Rockets'
career field goal leader.
But for Olajuwon, it was just
another routine game as he had
37 points, 14 rebounds and eight
assists to help the Rockets extend
the Dallas Mavericks' NBArecord single-season home winless streak to 14 games, 114-102.
"This was a dangerous situation for us," said Olajuwon, who
hit 17 field goals to surpass Calvin Murphy's club record of
3,445. "It was a must-win situation if we wanted to keep our
position at the top of our division. It wasn't just that we didn't
want to be embarrassed by losing
here."
Olajuwon scored 15 points dur-
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ing a 28-14 second quarter surge,
hitting seven of nine shots during
the quarter to help the Rockets
expand a two-point lead after one
quarter to 55-39 at halftime.
Rookie Jamal Mashburn scored
a career-high 37 points to lead
Dallas, whose 2-27 record is the
worst in the NBA. The league
record for consecutive home losses is 16 by Orlando in 1990, but
that was in a two-season span.
Ex-Murray State star Popeye
Jones scored nine points on 4 of
4 shooting and milled down a
team-high 11 rebounds before
fouling out
Otis Thorpe added 25 points
for the Rockets, who won their
third straight and beat the Mavericks for the sixth time in their
last seven meetings.
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49ers' Rice recovers for NFL offensive award
By DENNIS GEORGATOS
Al' Sports Writer
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
— What began as a frustrating
season for Jerry Rice ended up as
one of his best.
The San Francisco 49ers wide
receiver had just three touchdown
receptions in the first six games,
but recovered to lead the league
in touchdowns (16) and receiving
yardage (1,503).
Early next season, Rice should

pass Jim Brown's NFL career
mark of 126 touchdowns. Rice,
already the all-time touchdown
reception leader with 118, has
124 career TDs, including six
rushing.
Recognizing his durability as
the game's premier receiver and
his integral role in the 49ers'
league-leading offense, a national
panel of media members Wednesday 'selected Rice as The Associated Press 1993 Offensive Play-

•Rod Woodson of the Pittsburgh Stealers was selec-ted the NFL's
1993 Defensive Player of the Year.
• Running back Jerome Battle of the Los Angeles Rams was voted
the 1993 Offensive Rookie of the Year, while San Francisco defensive
tackle Dana Stubblefield was voted Defensive Rookie of the Year.

er of the Year.
"This feels really good
because it's been awhile since
I've received an award like this,"
said Rice, who also won the

a receiver, especially when he is
such a game-breaker," Young
said. "Every time 1 drop back, a
part of me wants to know where
he is."
Early on in the year, the two
had difficulty hooking up and
there was grumbling from Rice,
John Taylor and Ricky Watters
about their lack of involvement in
San Francisco's offense. During a
3-3 start, Rice had just three
touchdown receptions.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

TOP 25 RESULTS
How the top 25 learns In The Associated Pre** college basketball poll
tared Wednesday:
' Arkansas (10-0) bell Matissippi 87 61 Next at Alabama, Saturday
2 North Caroline (11.1) beat North Carolina State 88-58 Next at Alery1and,
Saturday
3 Duke (8-0) beat Clemson 7165 Next vs No 12 Georgia Tech, Saturday.
4 Kentucky (10-1) did riot play. Next vs Notre Dame, Thursday
5 Kansas (14-1) bud North Caroline-Ashaolle 90-44 Next vs Oklahoma, Monday.
6 UCLA (7-0) did not play Next vs Orepon. Thursday.
7 TompN (6-1) did not play Next vs West Virgirsa, Thursday
8 Massachusetts (10-1) did rot play Next at Duquesne. Saturday
9 Arizona (11.1) beet Arctcoa Stale OB-81. Next vs No 25 Marquette, Saturday
10 Purdue (12-0) beer Northwestern 6e-67 Nest vs Won Hall. Surds"
II Louhtvfil• (9-1) did not perry Mart vs South Fiends, Thursday.
12 Georgia Tech (9-2) did not play Next at No 3 Dutra, Saturday
13 Michigan (9-2) beet lAch•gen Sete 75-64 Next it lows, Saturday
14 Indiana (7-2) don not play Next vs Penn Stela, Saturday
15 Wisconsin (94) did not play Next al Penn Stele, Thursday.
16 Connecticut (11-1) de not ply Next vs No 20 Boston College, Saturday
17 Cincinnati (11-2) beat Chicago Stele 103-49 Next vs UAB, Sunday
18 Syracuse (11-1) did not play Next at Pittsburgh, Saturday
19 Minnesota (9-3) de not pay Next at Nordtwestern. Saturday
TO Boston College (10-2) did not play Next at No 16 Ccsow,trurt. Saturday
Olinale (7.2) did not play Nee It Michigan SOW, Saturday
22 Vanderbilt (74) (141 not play Nest vs South Caroline Saturday
21 George Washington (6-3) c14 riot play Next vs Rutgers. Thursday
24 California (7-2) did not play Nast vs Washington State, Thutsdri
?S Marquette (1-3) beat Memphd State 7947 Next at No 9 Arizore, Saturday

award in 1987, when he caught
22 touchdown passes in just 12
games. "You've got to have guys
around you to complement you,
but you also have to have an

inner drive in yourself to get the
job done."
Rice's closest competition in
voting by 81 panel members was
49ers quarterback Steve Young,
who won the award in 1992. Rice
had 28 votes to 21 for Young, the
league's leading passer for a third
straight season.
"I feel like Jerry and I really
got together this year and developed the communication I think
is important for a quarterback and

No. 1 Hogs slam Ole Miss 87-61
By HARRY KING
AP Sports Writer
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)
— Open shots are not always
easy shots.
Mississippi coach Rob Evans
can explain: "Because of Arkansas' defense, you wind up shooting shots sometimes you're not
used to shooting, because you're
on the move and things like
that."
The Rebels (5-4) made only 18
of their 63 shot against Arkansas
— less than 32 percent. Three of
the starters combined for 4-of-27.
Arkansas (10-0) shot .417 from
the field, its lowest percentage of
the year.

"It wasn't our defense that
hurt us," Evans said. "it was our
turnovers that gave us trouble."
The Rebels' suffered 30 turnovers, the same as Arkansas'
last opponent, Southern Methodist University. The Razorbacks
had 15 steals against Mississippi,
17 against SMU.
Wednesday night, Clint McDaniel had a career-high six thefts,
including three during a 20-0 run
that put Arkansas in front 25-5.
The Razorbacks won 87-61.
After 4:58, it was 5-5.
"The first five minutes, they
were as physical and as tough as
any defense we've seen in a long

time," Arkansas coach Nolan
Richardson said. "Then we hit
them with the 20-0 run. That was
the difference in the game. During that stretch, our defense played as well as it has played all
year."
During a four-minute span of
that run, the Rebels had eight
possessions but took just one
shot.
The Rebels, who shot almost
51 percent from the field in their
victories and 38.4 percent in their
previous losses, made only
6-of-25 in the first half. They had
three dunks, a couple of rebound
baskets and an 8-footer by David

Johnson almost 17 minutes deep
in the half.
"You can't expect to win
shooting only 20 percent," Evans
said. "When it doesn't fall, it just
doesn't fall."
The Rebels suffered 20 turnovers in the first half and trailed
42-22.
The Rebels crept to within 14
at 10:29 and at 7:10.
The first time, 7-foot-1 David
Dean went to the bench with his
fourth foul and Corliss Williamson made four straight free
throws. The second time, Scotty
Thurman made two free throws
and then got the ball to Crawford
fora slam.
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Suns' worries fade
in easy win at Utah

SPORTS

BRIEFS
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Optimist host Tri-Star Basketball Contest
Murray State University's Carr Health Building will again be the
site for the Annual Optimist Tn-Star Basketball Pass & Dobble
Contest. The contest, held in the North Gym, is set for Saturday.
Jan. 8 at 1:30 p.m for boys and girls ages 8-13.

UK's Moore to play in Shrine game
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Senior linebacker Marty Moore, who
led Kentucky to a berth in the Peach Bowl, will play for the East
team in the East-West Shrine game.
The 69th annual all-star game will be played Jan. 15 at Stanford
Stadium in Palo Alto, Calif. The game will be televised by ESPN.
Players joining Moore on the East tcarn include Clemson's Stacy
Seegers and BrenLson Buckner. Florida's Emct Rhett, Boston College's Glenn Foley and Florida State's Ken Alexander.
Coaches for the East team are Ohio State's John Cooper, Florida's Steve Spurner and Syracuse's Paul Pasqualoni.

Auburn sweetens younger Bowden's deal
AUBURN. Ala. (AP) — Auburn coach Terry Bowden was
rewarded fix an 11-0 season with a five-year contract and $25,000
raise. Bowden, 37, will receive $115,000. up from $90,000 his first
year coaching Division I football..
Auburn finished the nation's only undefeated, untied major college team, but NCAA sanctions prevented it from appearing on TV
or going to a bowl. Bowden was national coach of the year.

Oilers' Alm legally drunk night of suicide
HOUSTON (AP) — Houston Oilers defensive lineman Jeff Alm
was legally drunk the night he committed suicide after his best
friend was killed in a car crash, officials said.
Aim's blood alcohol level was .14, just above the .10 legal limit
- for driven in Texas when his car crashed into a barrier on a highway ramp Dec. 14.
His best friend, Sean Lynch, died after being thrown from the car
down an embankment. Alm fired three shots in the air before turning the gun on himself.

Mets trade Coleman
for K.C.'s McReynolds
NEW YORK (AP) — Vince
Coleman, his career with the
New York Mets ended by an
incident in which he threw
fireworks at a fan last summer,
was traded today to the Kansas
City Royals for former Met
Kevin McReynolds.
Coleman. 32, pleaded guilty
on Nov. 5 to a misdemeanor
charge of possession of an
explosive device. He was
given a one-year suspended
Jail term and three years' probation on the condition he perform 200 hours of community
service, and fined $1,000.
"We as an organization felt
we had to put the Vince Coleman situation behind us. and
in Kevin we got value," Mets

general manager Joe Mcllseine said.
Mets owner Fred Wilpon
said on Aug. 27 that Coleman
wouldn't play for the Mets
again. Coleman is due $3 million in 1994, the final season
of an $11.95 million, four-year
deal. The Mets will send Kansas City $500,000 as part of
the deal.
Coleman hit .279 last season
with two homers, 25 RBIs and
38 stolen bases in 51 chances.
He has 648 steals, including
549 with the St. Louis Cardinals from 1985-90.
McReynolds hit .245 last
season with 11 homers and 42
RBIs, and was benched at
times.

II Texas A&M...

1

FROM PAGE 8
lose about $2 million because Of
the TV and bowl bans. Athletic
director Wally Groff said there
was plenty of money in reserve
so no programs would be cut.
Coach R.C. Slocum said he
had some questions about the
philosophy of making the school
responsible for the actions of its
students when they were away
from campus.
"Otherwise there would be a
lot of convenient lack of knowledge about this kid and that
kid," he said. "We accept that's
the way the rule works. We
weren't singled out. It's the same
for everyone."
The NCAA disagreed with
assertions by Texas A&M officials that they had no way of

knowing what students did away
from campus.
"They should have been more
careful in monitoring their summer jobs program," said David
Swank, chairman of the NCAA
infractions committee. "There
was no coordinated plan dealing
with what students had jobs, how
much they got paid. There should
have been a closer review of
what was going on."
The NCAA ordered A&M to
disassociate itself from Dallas
businessman Warren Gilbert for
at least five years and to improve
its educational program for alumni who represent athletic
interests.
Gilbert, reached at his home
Wednesday, declined to comment
on the decision.

The Associated Press
The Phoenix Suns had two reasons to worry about traveling to
Salt Lake City to play Utah.
For one, the Jazz took a
10-game home winning streak
into the game and had a 13-2
record at the Delta Center. For
another, the Suns were playing
without point guard Kevin Johnson, injured the night before in a
loss at Seattle.
Phoenix didn't have to worry
for long, however, outscoring
Utah 40-16 in the first penod on
the way to a 107-91 victory Wednesday night.
"It sure wasn't expected for us
to come out and score 40 points
in the first quarter on them," said
Suns coach Paul Westphal, whose
team shot 60 percent in the first
period to Utah's 29 percent.
"They had a nice comeback Sunday night against Portland (from
19 points down) and we were
leery of their ability to do that."
Westphal also noted that the
Suns have not lost consecutive
games this season.
A 30-7 run in the last 7:22 of
the first quarter, led by A.C.
Green with nine points, put the
Suns in control. Green scored 15
of his 19 points in the first
period.
Dan Majerle scored 25 points,

including 6-for-8 from 3-point
range. and Charles Barkley had
23 points and 11 rebounds.
Barkley said the Suns had to
play harder because of the
absence of Johnson, who has a
contusion of his lower right leg.
"I think we all had to step up a
little bit, and everybody did a
little bit more than they usually
do." said Barkley, who held Karl
Malone to 13 points and six
rebounds. "1 think they just came
out a little flat and we jumped on
them. And every time they made
a run, we made some plays."
The Jazz pulled to 60-49 at
halftime, but got no closer in the
second half. Danny Ainge scored
nine points in the third quarter AS
the Suns extended their advantage to 86-67.
John Stockton had 17 points
and 13 assists, while Jeff Malone
scored 16 points for the Jazz,
whose five-game overall winning
streak ended.
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Robinson as good as
advertised Wednesday
The Associated Press
Glenn Robinson had praise
heaped upon him once again.
Northwestern heard good things
for the first time in a long, long
while.
Robinson, considered the best
player in the Big Ten, had 34
points, including the gamewinning jumper with nine seconds to play, to lead No. 10
Purdue to a 68-67 victory over
Northwestern, the conference
doormat for years.
"Basically, it came down to a
superstar as good as advertised,"
Wildcats coach Ricky Byrdsong
said. "There were a couple of
areas of the game we could have
controlled better — rebounding
and turnovers — but you can't
control Glenn."
Robinson, held scoreless for
the game's first 7'A minutes as
Purdue fell behind 22-9, never
took Northwestern for granted.
After all, the Wildcats entered the
game unbeaten and had beaten
the Boilermakers last season to
snap a 60-game road losing
streak in the conference.

"I'm proud we hung in there,"
Byrclsong said. "We showed we
are capable of playing with any
team in the league."
A 3-pointer by Robinson gave
Purdue (12-0) a 66-61 lead. But
Pat Baldwin scored three straight
times to give the Wildcats a
67-66 lead with 40 seconds
remaining.
Robinson then hit a 10-foot
jumper from the right side with
three defenders in his face for the
win.
Keady didn't think it was
unusual.
"You see it in practice every
day so you kind of get used to
it," he said.
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An over $500 donation of toys to the pediatric unit day area at MCCH was
recently presented by 1VeMern Kentucky Independent Baum Ficturel, left to
right, are Barbara Owens and Am Thornton, registered nurses who wort In
Me pediatric unit, Kay Satterwhite, an IICCH licensed practical nurse and coorganizer of the bikers rxgandetion; and Dennis Scarborough, co-organlaer.
The group of motorcycle enthusiasts raised funds for the by donation by
sponsoring s blood &hie *predation party

Romney elected n officers for the local Medical Explorer Post 803 for the
199344 school year are, back row from left: Whitney Dix, president, Rachel
V.P.-adminIstration; Sarah Stations, V.P.-programs, Heather Scott,
secretary; Noels Jed*, treasurer; and Erica Hulse, newsletter editor
Front row from left: Ginger Hicks, Calloway Co. High School reporter, Tory
Holton, Murray High School reporter, Heather Wynn and Jessica Jones,
sergeants at arm Not pictured we the group's historians, Jay Oatman and
Laura Hubbard. The Medical Explorer Post 803 gives high school students
opportunities to met arid work with many medical and health professionals
and participate in prdects related to health careers.
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Ingeborg King, standing left, and Kathryn Outland, standing right, local
Welcome Wagon representatives, present gtfts to the ftrst baby of 1994
In Calloway County, Jazmine Kristen Louise Staples, being held by her
mother, Mrs. Kristina Staples.

Local representatives present
gifts to first baby of new year
Kathryn Outland and Ingeborg
King, local Welcome Wagon®
Representatives greeted the first
baby born in Calloway Co. in the
new year.
Honors for being this year's new
amval went to Jazmine Kristen
Louise Staples, daughter of Krishna
and Illya Staples of Route I. Kirksey. lazmine was born at 1:00 AM
in Murray Calloway County Hospital and was greeted on behalf of
local civic-minded businesses and
professionals by Welcome Wagon® Representative Kathryn Outland of Murray,and Ingeborg King
of Hazel.
Congratulatory gifts from these
sponsors, as well as useful community information, were presented
to Kristina Staples during the special visit.

The first baby call is one of
several special occasions made possible by community businesses and
professionals taking part in Welcome Wagon® program activities.
Welcome Wagon® wishes to thank
these sponsors for taking part in
welcoming the first baby of the
year Bank of Murray, Peoples
Bank, &ones Laundry and Cleaners, Hoffman Nursery, Finley Jewlers, Sammons Bakery, Jr. Food
Mart, Wallis Drugs, The Medicine
Shoppe, Woodcrafters Galleries,
Papa Johns Pizza, Pagliai's, Movie
World, Tre-as-Do-lt-Center, Jane
Rogers State Farm Insurance, The
Blalock Coleman Funeral Home,
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Professionals- Dr. James Courtney and
Dr. Dennis Heskett.

Tax books now open
The property assessment books
are currentittkpen to list real es/sot
for the 1994 county and state prop-
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erty taxes, according to Ronnie
Jackson, Calloway County PVA
officer.
During this time, it will be necessary to list improvements made to
property that would affect the value,
Jackson stated. New houses, buildings, mobile homes and any other
type of improvements made to property or existing buildings should be
reported, he noted.
Mobile homes that have been
bought, traded or relocated should
also be reported.
Homeowners who will be 65
years of age during the year should
make application for the homestead
exemption during this time. Homeowners who have moved from one
residence to another must reapply.
Failure to make this change could
result in the loss of the benefits,
Jackson said.
Businesses and manufacturers
are required to report their inventoriei, equipment and accounts receivable that are on hand Jan. 1.
Intangible items that should be
reported are notes receivable, stocks
in out-of-state corporations, corporation bonds, money on deposit in
out-of-state banks or savings and
loan institutions.
Inventories, accounts receivable,
equipment and intangibles must be
icppiied by April 15.
The office of the Property Valuation Administrator is located on the
first floor of the Calloway County
CourthOuse. Residents with questions pertaining to the above information should contact the PVA
office at 753-3482, Jackson added.
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Secretary of State Babbage
discusses election expenses
Individuals seeking to represent
the citizens of Calloway County in
the Kentucky House of Representatives can expect to spend about
$12,000 for their race, according to
Secretary of State Bob Babbage.
Half the Kentucky Senate seats
are up for election this year, Babbage said and candidates for those
seats should plan on spending about
$32,000.
These two numbers are an average of expenditures for similar races
in 1992, Babbage said. Spending
ranges from zero in some cases to a
high of $69,200 for the 1992 House
races and from $250 to $91,800 for
a Senate seat that same year.
"The spending differentials are
due to a number of factors," Babbage said. Incumbency, the amount
of opposition, the economics of the
district, and the media advertising
costs are all factors which can
influence the cost of a legislative
race, Babbage noted.
Terms in the House of Representatives are two years long while
Senate terms are for four years.
Figures from the Registry of
Election Finance show that legislative races are more expensive in
more metropolitan districts. -A Senate race will probably cost $34,000
and a House election about$18,200,
Babbage said.
In Jefferson County the campaign expenses will likely increase
even more. Senate races average
$39-200, ranging from $7,300 to
$69,000. House seats average
$22,500, ranging from $2,200 to
$69,200.
"The higher media costs and the
number of media vehicles needed to
get a candidate's message out are the
primary reasons for the higher costs
in the Jefferson County area," Babbage said.
Candidates in rural areas will
spend less. A Senate race will cost
roughly $28,700 and a seat in the
House will cost about $8,800.
Registry records show incumbents spent from $250 to $77,000
for senate races and zero to $43,300
for House campaigns. Babbage said
the wide range in expenditures
could be attributed to the strength of
the opposition, the issues raised and
the media costs within the district.
The 13 incumbent state Senators
elected in 1992 spent an average of
$29,900 for each race and the 81
incumbent House members aver-

aged spending $9,900 for their re
cleflion bids.
Unopposed incumbent senators
spent an average of $3,408 in their
races. A total of 42 incumbent
House members who were unopposed spent an average of $3,260 on
their races.
'The highest spender is not always
the winner, Babbage noted. In the
1992 Senate races two winners were
outspent by their opponents; one by
$2,000 and the other by $70,000.
The same held true in the House
races that year. Losers spent from
$200 to $34,000 more than did the
winners in some cases.
"Campaign spending will continue to be an important factor in the
1994 elections, given the new $500
limitations on individual contributions and limits on PAC contributions of not more than 35 percent of
the total or $5,000.
Babbage said the figures wero
based on reports to the Registry of
Election Finance for primary and
general elections in 1992 when half
the Senate seats were up for election
and all 100 House seats were up for
election.
Non-monetary factors such as a
candidate's name recognition and a
stand on particular local issues are
also factors in campaigns, Babbage
noted.
"Inherent differences exist between the two legislative groups. A
Senate district represents a population of about 96,000. A House
district represents about 36,0(X).
Senate terms are twice as long as
House terms."
"It is interesting to note that a
Senate district is just under three
times the population of a House
district and the average total spent
for a Senate race is just under three
times that spent for a House seat,"
Babbage said.
Babbage quoted Legislative Research Commission (LRC)officials
as saying that although no legislator
receives a salary, legislators earn an
average of $18,000 per year. Lawmakers are paid a per diem isle
when they attend legislative committee meetings and participate in
the biennial 60-day legislative sessions.
Each legislator receives a flat
monthly expense allowance for
items such as stationery, postage,
and expenses related to their legislative duties within their respective
districts.

CCHS Class on KET channels
Calloway County High School
received special recognition on
Nov. 17 when it was featured as
"School of the Day" during a KET
Star Channels satellite course. KET
Star Channels satellite courses are
advanced high school courses delivered live every day by satellite to
schools across Kentucky and 19
other slates.
Instructor Ruth Styles introduced
David Wilson, the lone Calloway
County High School student enrolled in her KET Star Channels
German!course while displaying a
picture of him. The Calloway
County Distance Learning facilitator is Rachel Neale.
"One fringe benefit of the Star
Channels courses is the interaction
they allow between students of
different regions," said Styles.

''School of the Day' is a way for
students to get to know their classmates in other schools."
The KET Star Channels course
program was developed in 1989 to
deliver advanced high school
courses to schools where the
courses had not been offered previously. The program was nationally
recognized as a 1991 winner of the
Innovations in State and Local Government Award administered by the
Ford Foundation and Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of
Government.
KET is currently offering satellite
courses in German I, Probability et
Statistics, Discrete Mathematics,
Physics, Precalculas, Latin I, and
Lathe 11. For information about
enrolling, please call (800) 7536533.
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LEGAL NOTIC
A final settlemer
account:8 has been 1
in the Calloway
tnct Court by Mar'
Thomason, Execs
ofthe estate ofSyl v,
Myrtle Thomason,
ceased. Exception:
this settlement ri
be filed in the Callo
District Court on 01
fore 9:00 a.m. Jam
18th, 1994, the dal
hearing.
Ann P. Wil
Circuit Court C

LEGAL NOTIC
A final settlemer
accounts has been 1
in the Calloway
tnct Court by Rho
Lee Jones, Executr
the estate of Basi
Jones, deceased.
ceptions to this se.
ment must be file
the Calloway Dis:
Court on or before 1
a.m. January 1
1994, the date of h
ing.
Ann P. Wil
Circuit Court C

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following es
app
fiduciary
ments have been TT
in the Calloway
tnct Court. All cli
against these est
should be filed wit]
fiduciary within
months of date of c
ification.
Bryan Wayne I
man, HC Box 6
New Concord,
42076 Deceased, L
Lester, P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071
ecutrix, Appt. 11
93, Randall Hutc1
291 Main St., Mul
KY 42071 Attorn,
Carol Lee Luffi
HC Box 68-H,
Concord, KY 42071
ceased, Linda L's
P.O. Box 1419 Mu
KY 42071 Exact
Appt. 12-28-93,
dall Hutchens,
Main St., Murray
42071 Attorney.
Marian
1.0
Adams, Sixth & 1
St., Apt. 2, Murra
42071 Deceased,
verly Fiveash,
Sandlewooci Dr.,
ange Park, FL E:
tnx, Appt. 12-2
Gary B. Houston,
Box 995, Paducia
42002-0995 Atu
and Agent For Se
of Process.
Ann P. W:
Circuit Court

Mike
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Tobac
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

LYNN GROVE
Offers a
• Green Houses

Call 7534563
Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

For instillation and

'Ouisde Fkoai Sy

• noel Trays

Now booking s
Construction al

1-800-831-3239
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1212P1gY
$5.00 Column Inch
isrs Discount Vas Pun.
.011 ltrecouni sod tun
sea .1 Asa mew /us reerie a Der head)
$1 75 per column Inch extra tor
Tuesday 4:Shopping Guide).

Reader Adl
254 per word, 1500 minIrnuns
Ii)day St per word per day for
each additional consecuthe
day SI 7S extra for Shopper
flues Olosehleds go Into Shopping God..) $200 extra for
bend box ads.

.Yrzerille11,1iLfzervIsl
Al2 00 lee wa be moored to make
any changes load claw isooctene.

TO PLACE
AN AD
010
020
025
030
040
350

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legia NOAce
Nonce
Personals
Cord of Plonks
ki Memory
lOst & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
livestock & Supplies
PoulrY & SuPPlies
PfocUce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
403
550

060
070
090
100
130

CALL 753-1916

EMPLOYMENT
Hee) Wonted
Domesnc & Chsocore
Situation Wonted
&dross Opperturirry
iistr,Jchoin

REAL ESTATE MENIAL
280 Motate nOmes tor Rent
265 Moose Horne Lots to, Rent
300
Business Rentols
310
Wont To Rent
320
Apartments For Pent
33C
Rooms For Rent
340
HouSOS FOr Rent
360
Fa Rent or Lease

SERVICES
ins°,oqc
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooing
Services Offered

OK)
230
250
290
530
470
4e0
415.
490
495
500
510
520

Legal
Notice

Nodes

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Mark T.
Thomason, Executor,
ofthe estate ofSyl vests
Myrtle Thomason, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. January
18th, 1994, the date of
hearing.
Arm P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Rhonda
Lee Jones, Executrix of
the estate of Basil L.
Jones, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. January 18th,
1994, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 114.
Our most cornprehen
see policy pap for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guide
lines lor confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance a more important
than ever
For kw*
Informalion call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free local

Ciao
,
SONIC*
.

AFTER Holiday Special
Joe'S Carpet Cleaning
Special $15 per room. regardless of size or number
of rooms Residential only
Lowe
Joe
C•II
901-247-3068
11111551404 TO YOU
matAPUITIC
swwesi
smatkGE

—

DIME CONSORT Cf V0.1477014(
DIM ESTES 753-3401

NOTICE TO
AURORA Pizza Magic
CREDITORS
Closed for the winter
The following estate Watch for re-opening
appoint- dates.
fiduciary
ments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims Norma feane's Nails
against these estates
Hot Wax
Treat
should be filed with the
Yourself Manicure
fiduciary within six
months of date of qual- $30 set '10
ification.
753.4137
Bryan Wayne Luffman, HC Box 68-H,
Concord, KY A WONDERFUL FAMILY
New
42076 Deceased, Linda EXPERIENCE ScandinaLester, P.O. Box 1419 vian, European, South
Murray, KY 42071 Ex- American, Japanese High
School Exchange Students
ecutrix, Appt. 12-28- arriving
August Become•
93, Randall Hutchens, host frimily/AISE Call Eli291 Main St., Murray, zabeth (502) 782-2861 or
KY 42071 Attorney.
1-800-SIBUNG.
Carol Lee Luffman,
HC Box 68-H, New
Concord, KY 42076 Deceased, Linda Lester,
P.O. Box 1419 Murray,
KY 42071 Executrix,
ALLIANCE
Appt. 12-28-93, Ranminnie
dall Hutchens, 291
KY
Murray,
St.,
Main
42071 Attorney.
Miller
Marian
Adams, Sixth & Main
St., Apt. 2, Murray,KY
42071 Deceased, Beverly Fiveash, 771
Sandlewood Dr., Orange Park, FL ExecuMRS. THERESA, Roeder
trix, Appt. 12-29-93, & Advisor. A true born
Gary B. Houston, P.O. Psychic, gifted from God
Box 995, Paducah, KY 554-7904 call for
42002-0995 Attorney appointment
and Agent For Service
of Process.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
Jan. S-15

10%-50%
Now & Used Items
XXXXXXXXXXX
ADULT
BOOK STORE
hear or Doll Howe Cato
Open 6 pm -4 am
X Hwy. 79 Pads, In.
X XXXXXXXXXXX

X
X
X
X

X
x
x
X

Furniture, glassware,
lamps & shades,
tools. appliances.
and toys.

X
X

Gray:
Flea Mkt.

CLASSIFIED'

$09 South 4th • 753-7047
HRS:
19-F 9-3 Sat.

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of
' Green Houses
'Sod-Less Mixes
• Outside Float System
• Finished Plants
' Float Trays
'Started Plants
Now booking started & finished plants.
Construction evadable on greenhouses,

1-800-831-3239

TRANSPORTATION
Motor cyc ies
Auto Servc es
Auto Pons
Used Cots
Vons
Used irsices
Campers
Boots & motors

120
130
140
150
155
160
105
170
180
195
200
210
220
210
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Compers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sots
Apptionc es
Home F-urnishings
Antiques
Vocuum Cleaners
Sena Mocnines
Heavy EquiPment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mscel,orieoLis
TV & Pocto
Pets & Suophes

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

REAL ESTATE SALES
Moose Homes For Sae
FOr Sole cx Lease
Home Loons
Pecs Estate
lake Property
Lots For Sae
Forms For Soie
Homes For Sole

40
540
560
570

MISCELLANEOUS
;-"Lroilc Sue
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

(502) 435-4415

LOST VYhde male Setter
orange collar answers to
name 'Max Lost Sunday
near Goldwater Reward!
759-4006
Nee
Mom
$500 A week quwanteed
you vel Wow our sucoass
plan Growtng company
looking to expand into
Western Kentucky We are
seeking people with experience in selling vacuum
cleaners encyclodpedi•,
neuronal cable subscripbons, satellites, iewelry,
meat etc Opportunity for
advancement In
to be held 2nd week in
January Call for appoint
ment 1-800-242-2466
ANIMAL Sheller workers
needed, One position
pros 30hrs per week,
mostly morning work One
position 16hm per week,
mosey Sat & Sun work
Prefer mature person experienced in handling antmais Previous applicants
welcome Apply at Sheller,
E Sycamore rues, Jan 11,
3-6pm Thur, Jan 13,
1-4pm. Sat, Jan 15, 2-4pm.
No phone calls please
A SOLUTION for your NEW
YEAR's RESOLUTION
Weight loss! Improved
Flesh!!! Financial Seainty!
We Have 11A111 So Can You!
Unkmiled Opportunity Cd
NOW 800-232-3438
AVON: Can help solve your
after Christmas money
blues. How? Call
753-0852 No door to door
Receive a gift win your kit
$SAVON$S-Help pay your
holiday bills! Earn
$200-$2000/month. Sell
where & when you like It's
not just door to door any
more. 1-800-388-6311.
1-800-288-6311.
CONVENANT TRANSPORT $500 Sign-On
Bonus-LAST YEAR OUR
TOP TEAM EARNED
OVER $85,000. Starling at
$.27105.29 Per Mle PLUS
BONUSES TO $ 38 PER
MILE. Solos welcome,
Spouse Rider Program,
Truck Driving School Graduates Welcome, Paid Insurance, Motel, Layover
Pay, Loading/Unloading,
Vacation, Deadhead pay.
Requirements Age 23, lyr
verifiable over-the-road.
Class A GIN_ with Hazardous
Materials.
1-800-441-4394.
DO you need • GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full arse high
school students Call
753-4378 Fee days a week
between 800a
-m-3 00pm
We we an EOE This pro
lea is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA
Full Time Meat
Wrapper Needed
Apply of person

Owen Food
Market
HOUSEKEEPER Must
have awn transportation
Excellent pay Cal win re
%rename 753-2687
KEEP Your New Years
Resolution Gat the pb of
your drowns by using over
250 job seeking secrets
Learn tie secrets of what
employers went and look
for in potential employees
Send $696 today! Employment Services, PO Box
1113 2, Paducah, KY
42002 9132

OFFICE HOURS.
,
Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
• Diroceraos ore 2 days
Ii odvancial

lalscollanitous

Peeeme
LONELY? To meet singles
in your area Al Ages Contact LOCUS USA, 2342 University Stadion, Murray KY
42071-3301

chock rho first insertion of
thee, ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & /knee will be responstble Ica only one Incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported invnelately so corrections can be
made.

250

060

f011

010

ADJUSTMENTS
Adv•mw,ore requested lo

Applicants
Needed
With A 24 Hour
Hazardous leatedals

NATIONAL Co seeking an
aggressive individual to
marker & develop new ac
counts for LDS Sen/ICO,
$36/$45K potestikil. Call
759 1534

CHILD Care I will provide
excellent care for your
child Houlyordaly Rea
sonable rates References
furnished Please call
436-2968

A Beautiful Chapel Wed
ding in tie Smoky Mountains Gatlinburg's Little
Log Chapel Charming,
Rustic Borders National
STAR oft fire year nghtl Park A Dream Wedding to
Vinyl flooring $2 88/sci yd Fit Your Budget
1-800-554-1451
& up Tile in stock Large
stock of remnants, $1/sq
yd Paschall Floor Cover- GATUNBURG Summit 3rd
ing Hwy 641 Puryear TN Night Free Except Holi
days, fireplace balcony,
901-498-8964
kitchen clubhouse pool
SUN tanning beds new 5 eicuzzis Honeymoon Spe•
Lead. financing mislabel oats! Individual units re
Parts edervice & supplies
ntecl by Schwergert Entercal Sonny Hooks 753 9274 prises Free Brouchure
1 800-5409790
1 800 242 4853, 12051
988 5139
USED carpet. top quality
like new approx 300ee yd SMOKY MTN MEMORIES_
Great for rental property or Beautiful chapel in
roma:1E04N $250 obo Call
Gatlinburg- Weddings:
after 6prn 753 6463
simple to elegantWEN chain saw, 24 hp, Photographs, Flowers, VidII' electric, new, never eos, Lodging, Limo
used $150 firm Call be- Ordained Minister-No
blood tests, No waibng
tween
3pm• 5pm
1 800-242 7115
437-4823

NINTENDO complete with
power pad both controls
py sack 4 games $75
759-1531: after 5pm

CLEANING houses is my
PART time sales dent posi- business Reliable arid ex
tion available Apply at 14 winced references Cat
Call 443-5557 Tuxedo 304 E Man.
Linda 759 9553
For An Appointment
RECREATIONAL Therap- WILL babysit n my home
ist to, the Madisonville, Pa- References 753-7649
ducah Mayfield & Murray
DRIVERS J B Hunt Per area with a Bachelor s demanently Assigned Equip gree in recreation therapumerit Prcorams 101 Flatbed tic recreation physical eduDrivers Earn up 52 34 cents cation or adaptive physical
per mile arid excellent ben education Send resume to ALTERATIONS and re
efits with J B Hunt's flatbed PO Box 322 Benton, KY pairs Rental gowns & tuxedrvision What's more we 42025 (please reference dos Ruth's See and Sew
offer permanently assigned the area and posbon en Country Square, 1606 N
equipment programs Cal which you are applying)
121, Murray 753698t
for an application
1-800 325 1067 EOE SAFETY ACIVISOft $2150 SEWING pbs wanted in
per month Company val cluding formal wear
Subiect to Drug Sateen
train Call Mon-Thur. 753 1061
DRIVERS Over the Road, 9am- 1pm
only,
conventional equipment, 615-399 8260
100
flats iv/Wes 1 yew experiRoemer
ence required Stan 27-34 WANTED barmaids, waitWOOD burning Fisher
Oppartnity
C P M Benefits Call resses & danoers, $500
stove, front Opening, only
plus
weekly
Doll
House
COMPLETE
set
of
toning
800 444 6648
used one winter 436 zass
In
Cafe, Paris
benches counter cash're
EARN up to $3000/month 901-642 4297 7pm 2arn
WOOD stove with glass
gator shelves also corn
processing Mortgage Replate set of body wraps front 759 9799
wait
WANTED
waiters
&
funds in your area No ex& dishwashers with heating oven & about
perience necessary
Wet have own phone & 100 warps, 2 gallons of
502-569-1962
transportation Call solution Al you need is a
store Good money maker
EXPERIENCED clean up 753 4141 ask for Paul
evenings
Call
man Cal 753-2519
ELECTRIC range dryer
WE will start you wen a 502-436-2611
deep freeze 8 refrigerator
NOW hiring assistant man $1600 a month, guarantee,
Commercial
FOR
Sale
753-4684
agar or M I T Must be ca send you to school a rrimi
on
S
12th
building
rear onented, highly mot mum of 2 weeks. expenses
voted & serf starter Apply in paid, train you on the pb Street. Murray 5600sq ft
Howe
person after t 30pm Sonic To qualify, must be 2t. with central Ns Call Pat
sportsminded and bond- Latimer 753-1893
Furnishings
Drive-In, Murray, KY
hospitaliOutstanding
able
OCCUPATIONAL, zation and 402K plan furn- PAY Phone Route (local) KING size waterbed. Cap
Speech Therapist needed ished Send resume to 50 High Traffic Established tam s table 8 headboard,
for hourly contracts in the CICA, 3000 Aivery Park Sites High EarningsSell nice $5010 492 8836
Madisonville Paducah, Drive West, Suite 117, all or part 5 K investment
Call 1-800-956-7710
Mayfield & Murray area Owensboro, KY 42303
Ile
Fine
Must he KY certfied Part
PIZZA INNS? Chain Sales
time with flexible work WILDLIFE/ Growth, Seeking Franchi
Eal4Paosst
Send
CONSERVATION JOBS sees Full Service anclOr
schedule available
resume to PO Box 322 Game wardens, secunty, Delivery Restaurants, 584C CASE forklift
Benton, KY 42025 (please maintenance, etc No exp Complete Training arid On 492-8516
reference** area and pos necessary Now hiring For going Support 75 K mini- CASE 530 tractor, wide
don in which you are info call 219-794,0010 ext mum cash
CALL front end, 42HP live PTO
7159 8arn 9pm 7 days
gas 39t hitch, good condiaPPlY102)
800-2-THE-INN
tion, $3995 435 4567
RESTAURANT for sale Lit
Chicago, Central Shopping
2or
Center, Murray, KY ideal
. Spare
for family business
Equiposat
436-2096
TREADMILL, Solollex
753-5490 after 5pm
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Want
open en Geo
210
To Buy
Knights of Columbus Hall
Firewood
KY 54 west to Johnny Robertson Row
I ACRE or less lot in North
Elementary School District 20 25 RICKS of wood for
south to Se HER Root nsirtt on Se He. Fload 1 ,4 mins
Call 437-4549 after sale 436-2776
OlIn 70 luf 771.437 ,C r+ON.p770417 OFICArsist ON
4 30pm
A FIREWOOD for sale
753-0466 P.O Box 1033 Murray
ANTIQUES by the piece or 437-4667
collections Cal 753-9433
FIREWOOD also tree ser
after 5pm
vice Cal 436-2562
America's Second Car
mobile
home
CASH for
Ores 8 axles 4362578, SEASONED firewood Call
the WOOD MASTER for
901-644-0679
wood that stacks up
CASH paid for good, used 759-9106
rifles, shotguns, and pisLocations Coast to Coast
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th, a
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Murray
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
WOW
FISHER Price toys (all
112 So. 12111
Office: 753-6910
kinds), fountain pens, wrist PIANO tuning John
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
and rocket watches, kid's Gottschalk, 753-9600
metal lunch boxes, old
Lowest Rates in Town!
glassware,
furniture and
Dady, Weekly or Monthly Rates
appliances 753-7047
Gray's Flea Market, 60971
South 4th

111:11

DIU

Uglg Duckling
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BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
II you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a lew questions you may quality for
preiarrad rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates ai cittegen1 ages for $4030 policy
age
age
age
age
age
090

50
55
60
65
70
75

MALE
$11 16
14 08
18 28
23 32
31 40
41 48

FEMALE
$8 56,
10 60
13 52
16 96
23 20
31 24

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Least 753-4 1 gie
1-1100-45S-411111
Nationwide TOLL FREE

Miscellaneous

3/8"
PLYWOOD,
$9 50/sheet VT plywood,
$10 50/sheet 2x4x8 StanFes Ms
dard & better. $2 25./ea.
10% FT brake, Pro Two,for Paschall Floor Covering,
vinyl siding 436-2701
Hwy 841, Puryear, TN
3/4 LENGTH McGregor J01-498-8964
suede leather cast with zip 4 BEAUTIFUL -CHAPELout lining, size 42, tan, like CHURCH WEDDING
new $20 753-8361
Smoky Mountains, Gatlin
BOGARD trucking and ex burg Chapels (Since 1980)
canning, inc We haul lop No tests-No waiting Photosoi gravel St dirt, white 9,11PhY. Music, Flowers.
Videography, Receptions.
rock, rip rap 759-1828
Limousines Honeymoon
INDUSTRIAL size desk. Suites (Fireplaces. Hein
$75. 30 gallon Pah tank, Shaped Jacezzis-Chnstian
acOMMOnes tricks:led, $75 Ceremony Rev Ed Taylor
CM 759-9629
-800-346-2779
NEW metal song & roof WEDDINGS OLD—
rig Cover 36' cut to length FASHIONED Candielght
in 10 colors, galvanized ceremonies Mount•in
arid geNalume Secondary Chapel rwerlooking rive
it evadable Portable car- near (Oatinburg Every
port kits 480-2722 or thong provided Accommo
489-2724
dation' Romantic Carrie,*
Ride Cabins, Jacuzzis Or
NEW Smith Corona electric Hot Tube
Charge Cards
typewnler table char all
accepted
for $100 Cal evenings I 800-448 Heartland/
151197)
-VOWS
502 438-26 t 1

FIBERGLASS, Slmheei &
up 5/8* particle board
$71e4 Tar, 54/bucket Pas
°hal Floor Covering. Hwy
641, Puryear, TN
901-4988964

Business
Renew
K T I and Associates otter
rig a full line of ovesegative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099
270

Rabb
Noose For Sale
12x65 3BR, 14 bath, on
ake lot with carport
$12.000 4365648

1979 12x56 ALAMO with
central hits needs work
$3500 obo 753-4432
TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN 1993 FRANKLIN 16030
WEDDINGS Romantic 3br. 2 beth central air 8 gas
candlelight ceremonies by heat 753 6384 or
ordained ministers Beauti 437 4995
lid log chapel in the woods CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Gatlinburg No blood test or Specializing in mobile
waiting perodl Special home electric services 200
Winterfest rates , amp $375 100 amp $325
1 800-729-4365
435-4027
WEIGHT LOSS GUARAN- NEW YEAR SPECIALI
TEED! Burn tat suppress Two NEW 1993 homes
16'x80 , with central air
your appetite, increase
your metabolism ONLY conditioning underpinning
electric
hook-up. & 20' of
$1995 Call Wholesale
Pharmaceuticals for infor - water it sewer line hook up
mation 1 800 340-3438 included FREE on these 2
COD/VISA,Mastercard/ close outsll Dinkins Mobile
American Express Homes Inc. Hwy 79E
Pans TN 1 800 642 4891
Accepted

WOOD WORKS
•

01 116

Computer Cut Vinyl Logos and Letters Custom
Banners Plywood Signs Magnetic Signs Vehicle
Lettenng Plexiglass Signs Window Lettenng, Real
Estate Signs Office Signage Greeting and Adver
rising Posters Sandblasted Redwood Signs Architectural Signs Meta and Foarn Letters Bronze
Plaques Trade Show Signs/Displays Any Custom
Wood Works
Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard it Visa

HELP WANTED
Circulation Department, part
time paper delivery for city and
county routes.
Apply in person after l p.m.Mon.-Frt

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
Ni, Phone Calls Please

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2s2 coreistency ad In C1059fecls every day.including the Shopper.
for S1&) a month (pod in advdoCe)

AIMS*

Call 753-1916 for details.

PTL has opportunities available for career
minded individuals. We have positions that,"
would ofTer unlimited potential and advancement for the right people We are looking for
applicants with •ny of the following backgrounds. computers/data entry, communications/telephone skills, or customer service We
otter an outstanding compensation package including fringe beriellta All replies will be kept
confidential If you are • responsible and eager
person end looking for • career opportunity,
please send your resume to

Paschall Truck Linea Inc.
Personnel, Department C
P.O. Box 13111.
Murray, KY &MI
No Please Calla Please
0.1 „

12

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

aperareas
Fee Real

12x70 2811. 1 begs unicornshed 71S3-0366

NICE duplex Be, central
lea. applanose tenoned
Coleman RE 7539896
NICE 2br duplex on Northwood Dr garage, lease. 1
month deposit No pea
$4501mo 753-5092.

72811 refer No pee 1608
N 16th St 753-9868

NORTHWOOD Subdivision Duplex, 3br. 14 bd
3811 mobile home tor rent. carport, 1401 Michele
r•ter•nces required
Northwood We keep twee
753 6012 leave message Central ems hia, veld hoo$475/rno, 1 month dekup
SHADY Oaks 2 or 30r,
posit. 1 month rent 1 yes,
electric or gas Wslung disWee 436-5230
taros to college 753-5209
NOW baking appecabons
tor Section 8 low rent hoeing Apply in person at
MAO
Southside Manor, 906
lime tele Fer Rod
Brood St Extended beMOBILE horns, lots for rent tween 8am 12noon No
492 8488
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

11111 Werner

ROOMMATES to share
race 3br home. $133rno
Reese
plus deposit 753-6898
4 CAR garage with office & leave message it no
paved lot 753-4509
trotwer
800 220050 ft Coleman TAKING applocebons for
RE 753-9896
seceon 8 rent sebsideed
DOWNTOWN office apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedspace-Court Square rooms, handicap accessiupsters-beginning at $100 bie Equal Housing Opporincludes ubiems Cal De- tunity, Apply Heckles Apts.
Hardin. Ky or call
bby at 753-1266
502-437-4113.
RETAIL or,Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center VERY nee 2br, 2 bath duplex, appliances lumoshed.
753-4509 or 753-6612
central gss tea Northvecod
Dr $475/nao, 1 month deposit. 1 year lease No pets
753-2035.

Ilia

Ar=

NEWLY nernocieted 2br
brick romei garage/starage
near IASU & downemae
$375/mo with lease 8 tiepost 7534199
NICE 4er new carpet 8
wallpaper, etc, gas heat
$400/mo 605 Sycamore
St C•II 753 2339 or
753-8767
SMALL 2br house, gas
hest nicely decorated, car
port, utility mom, $325/mo
415 So
10th
Call
753-2339 or 753-8767

1111111 For Rae
Or lases
CREEKVIEW See storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20440/mo 750-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available CaA 753-2905
STORAGE buildings
753-6012 leave message
STORAGE
753-78138

trailers

Ell Hama

1BR energy, efficient duFet Rat
plex on 28e No pets
$275/mo 8 deposit
01 COZY rental ilbr, 1
753-8848 before flpm
bath, new paint, dm
1BR log dupkox, 94E No hwasher Lease. no pets.
pets Deposit, $275/mo $440(mo 753-8734 or
753-3366 Tom
753-8848 before Opm
2811, 1 bath with gas heat,
stove, refrigerator, washer
& dryer. nice backyard. new
pant 8 floors, $325/mo.
lease, deposit No pets
753-7210

28R apt, 2 blocks Iron, 3811. 1 bath, gas heat large
campus. water 8 garbage 'woad yard, centrally lofurnoshed 753-5980
cated Available Jan 18th
2811 duplex, in nice pnvate $425/mo plus deposit.
area, $425/mo 753-3343 753-1869.
2811 duplex, appliances, 3B11,2 bash house. 121 No,
centre/ hie, unfurnished 6 miles from Murray. Waquet residential area lyr ter, appliances furnished
!ease $300/mo Before $450eno Lease & reler5pm 753-2633 after 5pm ences required. 753-6723.
753-8096
4811 2 bath luny furnished,
21311 townhouse. new, ape- lakefront, deck whaipod
tub weekly or monthly
▪
ail appliances
Coleman RE
rates
ng washer 8 dryer
753-9898
753-4573

A BULL cross bred, 314
Charolais, 1/4 white tack,
18 months Must sell
436-5508
ROUND bales of grass,
$21/roll Square bales of
clover, $2 50/bale
753-8848 before 9pm

Par
fkaplias
AKC Bassett puppies
Black, werte tan 1st shot &
wormed Cal after 5 30prn
52-436-5541

4811, 2 bath apts available
for Jan occupancy Centel
hie apple:emcee turnoshed
Located on Diuguid Coleman RE 753-9898

MLIR CAL Apartments now
accepting apple-icons for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

FREE brochure' Laalrors
I. acreage Isra Organ on
crystal dear Norns Late an
northeast T•nn eeeee
ItiOBly wooded spectacular
views, Paved roads Excellent financing Buy direct
from developeeownee
save thousands, Cal Norns
days
Shores
7
800-488 4883 Fe
00-07019-48 1660
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers watang to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you we thinking of sellingcontact one of our cremeous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by dice at 711 Men St
NEW duplex for saki Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs cal them today at 753-1651 1- Sycamore and 12th St

Hanel
For Sale
1'4 STORY house & 10
acres 3400sq ft, 41or, 3
mile
bath, 2 car garage
south of Coles Camp
ground Church $150.000
Call 753-7975w 759-4404

lleed
Made
1976 CHEVY short wheel
base. 350 automatic, lactory wheels FOLintier green,
runs great $2800 Call
7539095 leave message
1977 FORD F250 34 ton
pickup. Camper Special,
460 engine V-8, enc. arnern
redo, p/s pb, auto transmission, excellent urea, 8
ply' Could pull large
trailer, good condition
throughout Will take trade.
502,436- 5582
1990 FORD Ranger, long
wheel base good truck,
$1500 obe 437-4092

DAVID LAMB

CONSTRUCTION
Roofing
Remodeling'
Plumbing
Electrical
FREE ES77MA TES!
19021559-1860
15021 753-5113

Absolute Real Estate Auction
Sat., Jan. 8th, 1994 at 10 a.m.
From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 East to
McClure Happy Holiday Travel. Turn left,
follow to Elm Grove Road approx. 15 miles
house on left. Watch for signs. Betty and Jerry
Eldridge. Owners.

NEW duplex, Cambridge
Sub 2br. 1 bath, at appliances By owner.
759-4958
OLDER 5br home, new
university Needing sone
repairs Just reduced to
$35,000 offered 0)m Kopperud Realty 753-1222
MLS0 5307
-190

1982 TOYOTA Caeca GT,
cds moon roof, good condison, $1500 753-5934
1983 MERCURY Grand
Marquis LS, 70,XXX miles
leather, loaded, local car,
like new 753-4978
1985 300ZX, t-tops
loaded 69,XXX miles
sharp 759-1509
1985 CORVETTE
88 XXX, rod,loaded, $8950
obo 753-7975, 759-9404
1986 GRAN AM SE, black,
loaded. 73,XXX miles
$3500 obo 753-7975.
,
759-9404

This four bedroom,two full baths,large living room,
large kitchen and dining area, double car attached
garage setting on 2± acres of land - built in 1982.
-Terms:20% down day ofauction. Balance in 30 days
in passing of deed. This auction held jointly with
Wilson Real Estate - Wayne Wilson Broker So. 12th
St., Murray, Ky. 753-3263.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144

Sendai
Oftirett

Experienced builder
of houses, garages,
pole barns 8 storage buildings Also
remodeling Call for
estimates, no job
too large or too

small.

474-8267
1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds. attics, & odd
jobs. Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al IA leaf raking & mulching, light hauling 436-2528
ask tor Mark
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
won, tree removal, mowing
Free estimates
59-1683
Al TREE Service, Stump
removal and spraying Free
estmates 753-0906 after
Spin, 759-9816, 753-0495
ALPHA BUIlitkirS - Carpentry, remodeling, porches.
roofing, concrete, drnaways, painting, maintenance, etc. Free estamates
489-2303.

1986 TOYOTA Corolla.
one owner, $3600
753-6098 after 5pm

ANTENNA Reper and installaton Replace or instal
quality Channel Master antennas, rotors, and smellfiere Beasley's Antenna
Service, Buchanan.
901-642-4077

1987 600 SE DODGE
79xxx miles, loaded
$1200 753-3209

ANTIQUE refreshing, furniture repair & custom
woodworkong 753-8056

1987 NISSAN Sentra
72,XXX mi $2500
762-6255

APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
Factory trained by 3 map(
manufacturers All work
end parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

1968 CALAIS, excellent
condition, 90,XXX. miles
$3500 435 4200
1989 PONTIAC Grand Pnx
excellent caidition. loaded
red, gray 'Manor, $5500
759-9641

CHIM Chia Chlmn•y
Sweeps has 10% senor
Citizen discounts We sat
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wullfs Recovery, Murray
436-5560

D & T Conetruceon. Remodeling, addieons, dads,
siding, fences, electrical &
pkunbing 436-2744.

William
Duncan
Building
Contractor

• Drop by arid see our showroom
ACS Suvaurni laUFIRAV ittnim Bunny Broad)
753-56140
.
-41ar'
.4""lt

CARPORTS for cars and
trtcks Sped* sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent praisebon, high quality, excelent
value Roy Hi 7541-4664

1988 CHEVROLET 20 4dr
auto, pre pea, V-8, dual
tanks, Radial tires Looks 8
runs great $5750
502-875-4050 (dealer)

430

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30. years expenance
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Soper system, dewways hauling, foundetore,
1990 GEO Strom GSI, etc 7594864
60,XXX. Sap, red, an good
condition, $5500 oho Cal BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
753-7975, 7900404
mataltelion repair, replace
1991 TAURUS Wagon merit 759-1515
Ceded. one owner low mileage. call 753 4147 alter LICENSED tor Menne and
5pm
gas 753-7203

ri=
753-1916
.

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Healing. Cooing 8 Electric,
Inc. Service, sales and installation (502) 435-4699,
435-4327.
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References available 436-2060.
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642.
GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local reterences. 436-2701.
HADAWAY Construction.
Remodeling, vinyl sidng,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring.
436-2052.
HEATING Ron Hal Heating, Coding and Electric
Co Senna/ und replace
meant and complete install
bon Licensed gas instailer
Phone 435-4699
MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492-8723
PLUMBING repairman with
same day SerVICEI Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,

R
COULD
111-:
11F.R1..
CALI,
753-1916

Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds You get a
al display ad, regularly priced at $10 00, for

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Week.,
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY,JANE ARY 7,1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Get more involved in your church or
community affairs. Nothing will
change unless people like you are
willing to lend a hand. Be open to
new ideas and methods. Your
finances will improve by mid-summer. Confidential information helps
advance your career in the fall.
Awards may come your way in
November. Bask in the affection of
your family as Christmas approaches. Old grievances no longer matter.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: "Today" co-host
Katie Couric. actress Erin Gray,
journalist Jann Wenner, cartoonist
Charles Addams.
ARIES (March 21 -April 191:
Many demands are made on your
time. Pace yourself. Patience is what
you need to make this a truly profitable day. Stay away from any business deals that are high-risk.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Carrying out your duties at home in
an efficient manner helps you find
the peace you have sought. Take A."
much time as necessary to do a job
right. Rare insights abound tonight.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20):
Help is available for those with special needs. If one door is closed to
you, knock on another. Positive
thinking is your secret weapon.
Learn to do as much as possible for
yourself.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
The outlook is favorable for firming
up a business project or professional
relationship. Count on your leadership qualities to win valuable support. Loved one needs to know what
you expect frown a partnership.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): The
emphasis now is on keeping in circulation. Use the phone or fax to sell
your ideas. Taking a long look at

your career helps you see your pnmary relationships in a new light,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
Those in authority are willing to
take a-chance on you now. Friends
are supportive and heed your wishes. A craft or favorite hobby could
become the source of a second
income.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Stan
the day with a specific plan.
Although other people are willing to
let you represent them, it might be
better it they spoke for themselves.
Lay your cards on the table.
SCORPIO (Oct: 23-Nov. 211:
Say "no- to expensive financial outlays or unfair demands. You must
look out for your own interests now.
A platonic relationship intensifies.
Keep a close eye on spending.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: A wide-ranging plan has the
best chance for success. Cover all
the bases. Letting your peers know
where you stand is an excellent idea.
Get more involved in a community
-campafgn.
. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Job-related demands may curb
your weekend plans. No sense
grumbling over what has to be done.
Romance enjoys favorable influences tomorrow and Sunday.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:
Be tactful and patient with those
closest to you. Avoid speaking
harshly if disappointed by someone's behavior. Setting a good
example will have more impact than
all the nagging in the world.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Trying to please everyone could
cause you trouble with someone in
particular. Resist the urge to buy
youngsters everything they ask for.
Saving money for their college education is much more important!

SEWING machine repair.
Keened) Barnhill 753-2674.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are cautious, diplomatic and persevenng. Frugal and farsighted, they often grow up to be millionaires! If they think something is a good investment, it usually is. Fiercely independent, these Capricorns want to accomplish great things without anyone's help. Wise parents
will point out the advantages of occasional teamwork. A series of temporary'
alliances will probably hold more appeal than a permanent partnership.

SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings Larry
Chneman 492-8742

1-To order a revised and updated copy of kane Dixon's best•relling hook "Yesserda77. Todak and Foresee Nov. Agtoloe Can Help You Find Your Place in God'. Plan.- send SA 95 pits. Si postage and Isandline
to Dixon, c7-7 Andleas and Nackdlesi. FO Box 419242, Kansas City, Mo 64141 Moat clask, pasable to
.andreas and Mskiicel

painting, plumbing, 000-

ore's Free alternates Call
474-2307

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured wrth full
lone of equipment Free est-eel-ales Day or night
753-5484
T C Dinh Repay & Maintenance Electncal Cleaning
Sewers 1210 Mein Street
753 1252 office 753-0606,
753 5705 after Senn
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in sired Estmate available
750-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, deaningservicing $15, most resets
$35 Free eats-mates Route
1, Alm Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
WINDOW 8 door repair
20yrs experience.
753-2330

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days la
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested
to check the first Inserting
of their ids for any error.
Murray Ledger & Theta
will be respceilble for only
ear Mooned Inertias
Afty else Mould be reported assalia tell so corretiree can be made.

North dealer.
Both sides vuinen
,
NO]
*AK
•KJ.
• AS
•6 2
WE.LNT
.• 10
•161 7 5 4
* J 96 2
•10 98 3
Sol
•Q8
•
•K Q
•A K
The bidding:
North
East
1•
Pass
3+
Poise
4•
Pass
7.
Opening lead -t
Grand slams
rare, they occur
one deal out of 11
occasion arises an
to either member,
that there is a pot!
slam,good biddini
erally required,
Consider this
opened one hear
sponded with one,
to three spades (I;

Attention

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING 'Saran Calloway Co
for 22 years CarpetsUpholstery -Emergency
Sneer removal 753-5827

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

3811 home in town, quiet.
neighborhood. Just reduced to $50,500. Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222. MLS• 5269

FOR sale by owner Newly
redecorated, 3br, 1 bath,
lots of room $53,000 110
N 9th 753-9761

BOBS Plumbing %pest
Service NI work guaran753-1134 or
t••4
4365832

1987 NISSAN Sports truck,
35,XXX on motor, runs perfect, $4000 obo 436-2102

1991 JEEP Comanche
pickup, 6 cyl, Sap. Cr, tilt
cruse,stereo cassette. aluminum wheels. extras,
$8900 obo 759-4732

Visa and Master Card

Goa Us Today/

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems. 354 8161 after 4pm

1988 FORD F250. V-8, Extended Cab. White with
Blue Interior. Auto, pn, pb.
air. dual tanks and stereo
Sharp truck, $7450
502-8754050 (dealer)

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

BACKHOE Service, complete loundatione, iwiplic
systems R H Nesbit Mesorry Phone 492-8516

1987 CHEVROLET S 10
lee very good condson,
$4000 437-4289

1 I A Hauling, moving
dean up, odd Jobe, tree
trimming, tree removal,
mulch hauling, green lirewood Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436-5744

3I3R home on wel shaded.
'A we lot South 121, 6
miles Immediate possession 436-2521

H:me Si,.,:is
(502) 759-4033

1985 SIO Lap phi custom
wheels, long bed, runs
good $1800 437-4309

3811 home in Kongswoccl
Subdivision, Southwest
School Dostract living room,
den 8 kitchen oombonaton,
1'4 bath Call 753-0539
after 5 30pm or leave
message

CHOW Chow puppies
AKC, $103 1-376-2540

OuaIit H:rre
CIEd- t•••

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
arid Cooling Servos Comdex, installation and service.Call Gary at
759-4754

AXC ROTTWBLER PUPPIES OFA certified,
Champion bloodlines,
large heads 8 bones Moving. must sel tor $100
753-3594

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Sex 58-89
Pliorray, KY

36 ACRES Approx 10
moles southwest of Murray
$1200 acre Will sell in
smaller tracts 435 4374

MINIVANS Ford Chevrolet Dodge & PtzmoOth
753-0603

3811 1 bath. 14 car garage, on '4 acre lot, 6 moles
east of Hazel $55000
759-1352

Custom Woodworking

•

Farms
For bra

Veer

AKC Miniature Schnauzer,
3 salt 8 pepper, 1 black.
$150/es 759-4960.Reedy
for your home 01-10-94

Ail Types Of:

NEW 2br duplex with caport and cubed° storage,
$435/rno plus lease 8 depoet Cal 753-7951
NEW duplex, all_gppliances, 2br, bath,deposit 8 lease 759-4958.

Real
Estee

REPOS & company 'maceeve cars 1088 Loncoln
Town Car 1900 GIAC 1500
Serra SL pickup 1983
Porsche 944 Fret Trust
Corp 502 753-7958

AKC Golden Retriever puppies 753-1362 weekdays,
435-4236

CUSTOM 10TCHF_N CABINETS
, CUltighl WCOOWORKING

DUPLEX apt. neve, Cambridge Estates $400/mo
rent tyr lease 753-6156

LARGE 2br duplex, gas
heat
good shape,
$325/mo 631 North 4th
Call 753-2339 or 753-8767

PEG S Dog Grooming
753-2915

390 FORD motor 4 berm/
carb with transmission.
runt good, $150 1970
Chevette needs windslisle, S45 753-8838

2BR home located new
downtown area Vacant &
ready for ornrnediate occupancy Priced in the $20's,
owner asking for offer Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MIS 05332

21311 upetairs apt 4 moles
from town $285eno plus '1.60
deposit 8 *zee 489-2296.

EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished.
Coleman RE 753-9898.

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Claims or ;male Mesons
Serving Murray tor over
12ms 436-2958

Umtata
Sugas

Roast
Resat

1614 OLIVE all utilities
1811 apt, 631 N 4th new furnished, kitchen 8 loving
heating 8 an, $225/mo
room pnvoleges Coleman
included except RE 753-9898
electric Cal 753-2339 or
7538767

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109

4EIR emit country horns 2
AA beet, Serge temay room
kitchen with double wen
range. refrigerator & de
hwasher. formal Irving
room, eisconc tea, real pnvete location 6 mass southeast or Murray Deposit •
rel•r•nces, $750/mo
753-1070

/se

1,2,380 ape Furnished,
very nee neer 1.4SU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm

1BR near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

JANUARY 6, 1994

Used
Cars

Meek
lismee Fer Neat

2BR Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
1 water furneheel Coleman RE 753-9803

THURSDAY

BLOND1E

Mat 6

I CAN'T FILE THESI
FROM 19413 BECAUSE
RELATED TO PAPERS
IN 1994,

What You Need to Know
about Newspaper Advertising

FOR BETTER o
lAJI-lEtt. DID 1110fr1
(24WIDMA GO?

Advertising is the most important communication link between the
buyer and the seller of goods and services. To make that communication effective, retailers should follow a few, basic steps in their advertising strategies to make the message clear, concise and compelling
Apply the following suggestions to all your newspaper advertising

WENT SHr
AT THE

Benefits for the Buyer -- Consumers don t Just look for products.
they want benefits Your advertisement should Include product and
service benefits for the consumer
State prices for all merchandise -- Newspaper readers are smart
shoppers and the price Is an Important factor in buying decisions

GARFIELD

Make ads recognizable and easy-to-read -- Newspaper readers are
attracted to clean, easy-to-read layouts. Avoid cluttering ad space with
a lot of hard-to-read advertisements Perhaps the most important part
of advertising In newspapers Is to remember 'white space." White
space in ads makes for attractive layouts. Attractive layouts attract
readers. Small print should be avoided especially .f your product is
aimed at the older customer_
Don't forget the basic information -- Remember the 'who. what.
when, where" in advertising Put your stores name, logo, address.
telephone number and business hours In each newspaper ad
Advertise regularly -- It s important to keep your products and_services in front of consumers Buyers will shop at stores with which they
are familiar
All advertising should include:

•••

• an illustration to show consumers what they might purchase
and to point out the benefits of that product or service

1089 TAURUS 64,XXX
miles. $4200 492-8577

• white space to make the advertisement easy-t0
.-read
• store name, logo. address, telgphone number, business hours

the

CLASSIFIED

Murrczy Ledger 81 Times
1001 Ilfhltnell Ave. • (602) 763-1916

PEANu TS

YOUR 6RANDFATI
KEI
AMAZING
ALL TNE TIME i•IE
THE BIRO CAGE

• strong, dominant headline to draw the attention of the brer
QUEEN sae mattress &
box springs Far condition
436 5808 alter Sprn

01••••••[....

CATHY

,vvision4,41

MURRAY LEDGER it TIMES

1111111111111E]
Merrily We Roll Along
North dealer
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
.1 * A K J
r'
•K J 96 3
•A
+62
EAST
WEST
+93
+10
IP
A 108 2
• 7 54
41 7 4
•J 96 2
•QJ754
•1098 3
SOUTH
•Q 8 76 4 2
•—
• K Q 1053
•A K
The bidding:
South West
North East
Pass
1+
Pass
1•
4+
Pass
Pass
3+
Pass
Pass
5 NT
4
7*
Opening lead — ten of clubs
Grand slams are comparatively
rare, they occur in approximately
one deal out of 100. But when the
occasion arises and it becomes clear
to either member of the bidding side
that there is a possibility of a grand
slam,good bidding technique is generally required.
Consider this cam where North
opened one heart and South responded with one spade. North raised
to three spades (indicating 16 to 18

Er .

points and four spades). leaving
South in a position where he could
not be sure whether there was a
game, a small slam or a grand slam
in the combined hands
In an effort to learn more about
North's values. South next bid four
clubs,showing first-round control of
clubs and expressing interest in a
slam
North cooperated by-bidding four
diamonds,indicating first-round diamond control This was very encouraging to South, who now began visualizing not only a small slam, but
also a potential grand slam
Accordingly.South leaped to five
notrurnp This was the 'grand slam
force, instructing North to bid seven
spades(the trump suit agreed upon
earlier)if he held two of the three top
trump honors (With only one top
honor North would bid six spades.)
North duly responded seven
spades,which was easily made True,
North-South together had only 30
high-card points, but that didn't stop
declarer from making all the tricks.
South needed three specific cards
from partner — the A-K of trumps
and ace of diamonds — for the grand
slam to become a feasible contract.
He used the necessary tools (four
clubs and five notrump) to extract
that information, and was well rewarded for his efforts.

Tomorrow:Test your play
1993 King Fwitunw Syndirste mr

LOOKING
Tea years ago
Tracy Walsers of North Calloway Elementary School won the
poster contest and llosinas Henderson of Calloway County
Middle School won the essay
contest, both conducted by Calloway County Conservation
District.
Murray Head Start will receive
all proceeds from a basketball
game to be played between Murray's Brothers Who Care and
WKOA Happy Hoopers at Muiray Middle School gymn.
Rev. and Mrs. James H. Cain
are ministers of Lake-Land Apostolic Church which was started in
Murray on Jan. I.
Robbie Blalock opened her
home for a meeting of Paris Road
Homemakers Club.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Nance on Dec.
22.

Twesty years ago
Clocks across almost all of the
United States were moved ahead
one hour today as the nation
embarked on year-round Daylight
Saving Time as an energy-saving
measure.

Charles Jason Modglin, Cabway County's first baby of 1774,
arrived at 4:45 a.m. on Jan. 4 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Modglin of Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. David H. Winslow Jr., Dec. 11;a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Blalock, Dec. 25; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Barnett, Dec. 27; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Blaine Donelson, Dec, 28.
Mrs. Carl Harrison was hostess
for a meeting of Arts and Crafts
Club held at Perkins Pancake
House on Highway 641 North.
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BACK
Forty years ago
Cpl. Wendell C. Herndon, 24,
is returning to the United States
after serving with the 40th Infantry Division in Korea. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Herndon.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Jimmy Miller, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Adams; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jefferson BalenUne; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. W.D. McKinney; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Curt Cleveland
Colson.
Sue Cochran and James W.
Scoggins III were married Dec
26 at the home of the Rev. Ralph
McConnell of Murray.
Mrs. Fred Patton and Mrs,
Oacus Bedwell presented a lesson
on "Trimming Hats" at a meeting
of Wadesboro Homemakers Club
held at the Bedwell home.

Thirty lean ago
Calloway County tax books are
open for property tax listings for
1964 county and state taxes.
Dr. Hal E. Houston is now
with Mayo Clinic at Rochester,
Minn., where he is a Fellow in
general surgery and will be there
for four years. He served his surgical internship at the University
of Washington at Seattle.
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Risk of West
Lafayette, Ind., were the recent
guests of her mothor, Mrs. A.B.
Austin, and her brother, Dr.
Clegg Austin and family.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County beat
Madisonville and College High
beat Puryear, Tenn. High team
scorers were Housden for Calloway, Clayton for Madisonville.
Bailey and Lassiter for College
High and Owen and Latimer for
Puryear.

DEAR ABBY
DFAR ABBY: I have just comThe other side spoke only of
pleted editing and orenizing five
years of videos, correspondence abortion being wrong (or a sin). and
with elected officials and organiza- thinks that there are no rights
where a woman is concerned. Her
tions, and magazine and newspaper
clippings concerning the abortion only choice comes before the pregnancy,
and male responsibility is
issue. I thought the results might
never mentioned_ This side feels
interest you.
One side of the. issue spoke of that information promotes 'experimentation. sex education encourprevention of unwanted pregnancy
through information, education, ages sexual activity, and its referbirth control and affordable, avail- ence to birth control is abstinence.
Planned Parenthood was orgaable contraceptives. This side supnized in 1921 for the purpose of givports a women having the right to
make- her -own decision ceneerning .ing information on birth control
to low-income women, who otherherself, but thinks that a woman
wise couldn't afford prevention of
who is not pregnant doesn't need to
unwanted pregnancies. That was 52
decide if she should have an aboryears before the courts made abortion "Respect the right_ reduce the

tam legal. It was later expanded to
include contraceptives, testing and
treatment of infertility, plus any
disease connected with the sex
organs. In our geographic area,
Planned Parenthood's present campaign is focused on men, and their
greater involvement in unwanted
pregnancies.
The DeMoss Foundation has
spent in excess of $100 million on its
"Life. What a Beautiful Choice"
campaign. Neither the commercials
nor literature I have received contain any mention of prevention, or of
reducing unwanted pregnancy. The
commercials are filled with happy,
loved, well-cared-for children, giving
the impression that this is the way

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

of life for all children.
Which side of the issue is really
pro-life, and spends itil money, time
and energy toward a future filled
with children %%ho are wanted,
loved and cared for" •
I know from personal experience
that abortion can have benefits. It's
a much different time now and it is
within our reach to achieve the prevention of unwanted pregnancy and that is the answer.
I am pro-choice. but I did not distort the above facts._ I am also
member of The Religious Coalition.
for Abortion Rights and am very
proud to be a Planned Parenthood
volunteer, so if you choose to publish my letter, you are very welcome
to use my name.
PATRICIA MURCI1EK,
TUCSON. ARIZ
ii

DEAR PATRICIA MLTRCHEK:
Thank you for an important
contribution to this column.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

DEAR ABBY. May I speak for ill
of us who donate items to be sold at
a resale shop'? When we bring topquality items for the needy. please
see that the needy get them.
, Too many of the "good things"
end up in the homes of the volunteers. Sign me ...
NO LONGER DONATES
IN INDIANA
For an excellent guide to becoming a
better convermationalini and a mare
•ttractive per•on, order "How loc He
Popular." Send a huninesicsized. nelf.
addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 9:195 )54.50 in Canada) to) Dear
Abby Popularity Ktmklet, P.O. Rol 447,
Mount Morris. 111.6105.1-0447 'l'ooectakige in
included.)

CALVIN and HOBBES
r INCREDIBL1,

PEOPLE NEVER
ESPE-Cr TO GET
HIT WITH A
SNOWBALL
IN 114E 140k1S.

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm 53 and run
two to three miles a day. I consistent
ly get what feel like shin splints in my
left leg within one mile that become
more painful as I continue. This,egxv
limits my exercise and I wodrke
your suggestions.

M00%

c 'MO

DEAR READER: During repetitive
activity, such as running, the front of
the calf muscle may pull away from
the leg bone, causing pain commonly
termed "shin splints." In serious athletes, especially adolescents, shin
splints may be difficult to differentiate
from stress fractures, tiny fractures in
the shin bone.

CATHY
I CAN'T FILE THESE PAPERS f I CAN'T GET RID Of THESE
LETIERS BECAUSE THEYRE REFROM 1493 BECAUSE THEY'RE
LATED TO THESE PROJECTS...
RELATED TO PAPERS I NEED
I CANT THROW THIS OUT 13tIN 1444.
CAUSE IT'S RELATED TO THAT
I WHICH IS RELATED TO THIS
I WHICH 15 RELATED TO THAT.

FINE! EVERYONE STAYS'.

EVEAVONE STAYS AND VW
ZUST HAVE TO LEARN TO
SHARE THE SPACE!

rit, A

3,000-MEM8ER FAMILY
A.9NE- PERSON CUBICLE.

"I4ey 1

You!"

0

.56

Therefore, X-rays -- or, in some
are neces
instances, bone scans
sary to rule out fractures, which are
treated differently than are shin
splints and often require casting

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Citrus fruit
5 Actress —
Ullmann
8 Opposite of
beautiful
12 A Pope's
name
13 Actress
Merkel
14 Gives money
to
15 Winglike
18 Draft agency
(ebb.'
17 Entice
18 Philosopher
John — Mill
20 Hard worker
22 Organ of
slight
23 Letter before

j
_
HOW'S GRANDMA Go&iG
To tAfV4A6E ?Sile cAN'TFAR
2
i1ALK veRy
'5/7
214-71EykE. GONNA
RF-NT A WHEEL.'.,'H AIR OR
SOMETHING
•••A

GARFIELD

gee

32 Hasten
33 Overturns
37 Lawyer's
Cu1110Toef
40 Shade tree
41 Mae West
role
42 Sentence
part
45 Fish trap
49 Military sbbr
50 Aunt In Spain
52 Celestial bear
53 Facts and
. figures
54 TV news
source
55 Close
securely
58 Let It stand
57 Owns
58 Bronte
her05-10 Jane

YOUR GRANDFATHER WAS
AMAZING. HE KEPT A DIARY
ALL TI4E TIME NE WAS IN
TNE BIRO CA&E

tj

"MoNDAY I NATE IT IN
MERE!"
'TUESDAY 1 NATE IT
IN WERE!"
'WEDNESDAY I MATE
TIN PEIZE'''

Although harmless, shin splints can
be extremely painful and debilitating
Ask your family physician to make the
proper referral.

To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Help I -- Physical Illness."
Other readers who would like a copy.
1-6-94 re 1994 United Feature Syndics e should send $1.25 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to PO.
Box 2433, New York. NY 10163 Be
3 Hawaiian
extensive
feast
sure to mention the title.

8 Elevate
9 Okl name for
France
DOWN
10 Old stringed
1 Arrow poison
Instrument
2 Gold leaf
11 River in
Belgium
19 Grain
21 'Scent — —
1
2
3
9
10 11
4
5
6
7
Woman'
24 Actor —
12
14
13
Gulags(
25 Body loin*
15
15
26 Poem
II
28 Article
18
10
20 21
lU 29 Own (Scot)
30 Mesh
81
34 Chewy canciy
35' — Kepner
36 Rough
drawing
" Mill
ill
37 Washes
11
38 PrevarIcate
39 Abuse nype
wd
Wadi
MallII
ill
42 Whet cows
chew
ill
41
43 Future arty,
4 Mideast
nation
5 Sheen
6 Those
holding office
7 More

24 Anger
27 Stem used
for
wickerwonr
31 Box cover
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You should be examined 'by an
orthopedic surgeon. If your X-rays are
normal and you do, indeed, suffer
from shin splints, you'll need to
reduce your activity to allow healing
to take place Also, the specialist can
order and coordinate physical thera
py, such as stretching exercises and
ultrasound treatment, if necessary

DEAR DR. GOTT • My husband is
taking Naprosyn and colchicine for
gouty arthritis and now he has little or
no sex drive He's all but impotent and
this is very distressing to both of us as
we have always enjoyed our physical
relationship
DEAR READER The loss of sex
drive and the ability to perform is not
only an unfortunate commonplace
event in aging men, it is also caused
by a wide variety of medicines used to
treat hypertension, heart disease and
many other afflictions

Maki

u...

Ill

In your husband's case, neither
colchicine la drug used to relieve the
pain of gouti nor Naprosyn an anti
inflammatory medication) has been
reported to affect sexual interest or
performance Therefore, in my view,
he should be examined by a urologist
exam
to
determine the cause of the impo
MEM 44 Feld the kitty
tence Once the reason for the sexual
48 Prectator'i
malfunctioning has been identified,
victim
hi
47 Gravel rldpek the specialist can suggest treatment,
48 Story
-41P which may range from counseling to a
lil

il

WI

WIlll

Hi44

ll
wi

II

51 Two OW"
— Pod

pende implant
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The funeral for Mn. Reba A. Clayton will be Friday at I
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham and the Rev. Calvin Clark will officiate.
Burial will follow In Palestine Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs Clayton, 84, South Eighth Street, Murray. formerly of
the Palestine community of Calloway County, died Wednesday
at 4 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Jim Clayton, died April 13, 1955. She was a
-"member of Palestine United Methodist Church.
Survivors include two sons, Charles Clayton of Murray and
George Collins Jr. of Cincinnati, Ohio; one granddaughter, Patty
Collins Burke, and one great-grandson, Jordan Burke, Cincinnati;
,four stepdaughters, Martha Daulton, Largo, Fla., Sue Eicoff,
Lulow. and Beuy Clayton and Nell Clayton, Cincinnati; two
stepsons, James Clayton and Bill Clayton, Cincinnati; several
nieces and nephews.

Charles Foiles
uneral rites for Charles Foiles will be Friday at I p.m. in
OIC chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry Jeffords
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Sandy Branch Cemetery in Weakley
County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Thursday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be donations to General Fund of First United Methodist Church, Murray, where he was a member.
Mr. Fortes, 78, Rt. 1, Dexter, died Wednesday at 1 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired chemistry professor, he was born Dec. 1, 1915, in
Mount Ida, Kans., to the late Earl Boiles and Esther Whitmam
Frolics.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sylvia Pounds Foiles; two
daughters, Mrs. Anne Roberts and husband, Dale, Rt. 3, Dresden, Tenn., and Tracy Foiles, Los Altos, Calif.; one son, Gary
iroiles and wife, Diana, Topeka, Kan.; two sisters, Mrs. Neita
Mc(ihee, Mulino, Ore., and Earle-en Foiles, Iola, Kan.; three
grandchildren, Beth Gallimore, Robert Schultek and Alex Foiles;
tour great-grandchildren, John Gallimore, Jerry Wayne Gallimore
II!, William Schultek and Brandon Schultek.

Hubert A. Bell
Hubert A. Bell, 88, Paducah, died Wednesday at 11:15 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
• '2 had been an employee of Michael's Hardware, Paducah,
ver 40 years. He was a member of Immanuel Baptist
rch and Paducah Lodge No. 127 Free and Accepted
..-ons. In his early years, he was active in minstrel and variety shows.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Thomas Jefferson
Bell and Cora Jane Garrison Bell, and one brother.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Athel Futrell Bell; one son,
Gary H. Bell, Orange, Calif.; one grandson, Walt Whitman Bell,
Lemoore, Calif.; one brother, Thomas Bell, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Roth
funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Jamie Broom will officiate.
Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
Thursday).

Bonnie Cleveland (Tebie) Housden
Services for Bonnie Cleveland (Tebie) Housden were Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. Harvey Elder, E. Harrell Phillips, the Rev. Steve
Cavitt and Dr. Charles Parker officiated.
Pallbearers were David Akers, Michael Akers, J.W. Akers,
Bobby Akers, Tony' Bowers, Milton Stokes and Jimmy Myatt.
Burial was in Olive Branch Cemetery, Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Mr. Housden, 82, Dunlap Street, Paris, Tenn., died Monday
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He retired from Paris Manufacturing Company in 1968 and
,erved in World War II. He was a member of Cottage Grove
Church of Christ and also operated a cab from Cottage Grove
to Paris.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Edna Nichols Housden, to
whom he was married on April 16, 1931; one daughter, Mrs.
JoAnn Akers and husband, Bennie, Camden, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Ruby Harris, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Minnie Myatt,
Hazel; one brother, Thomas Housden, Paris; three grandchildren,
Donna, David and Michael Akers; three great-grandchildren,
Crystal Akers, Benjamin Akers and Spencer Bowers.

Bobby A. Adams
Bobby A. Adams, 63, a retired Air Force Chief Master,
Sergeant, died Dec. 25 at a hospital at Colorado Springs, Colo.
A memorial service was held Dec. 29 at Peterson Air Force
Base Chapel. Burial was in Memorial Gardens Cemetery, Colorado Springs.
Chief M/Sgt. Adams served in the Air Force for 23 years,
including the Korean and Vietnam wars, and received the
Bronze Star among other awards. ,
A former resident of Murray, he was a member of the
.rt,sran Church. He was the son of the late William Adams
'firdie Colley Adams. Also preceding him in death were
brothers, William Clayton Adams of Murray and Charles
irns of Memphis, Tenn.
,
:urvivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Fichter Adams, to
rn he was married on Nov. 6, 1953, in Kassel Germany:
• daughters, Mrs. Debra Valles, San Jose, Calif., and Mrs.
Jess Muruiugh, Eden Prairie, Minn.; one son, Michael Adams,
,lorado Springs; four grandchildren; six stcpgrandchildren.
memorial contributions may be made to the American Cancer
,,ty or to a favorite charity.
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Graveside services for Mrs. Clara Olean Butterworth were
held at Florida Memorial Gardens, Melbourne, As.
Mrs. Buuerworth, 63, died Dec. 22 at her home in Indian
Harbour Beach, Fla.
A graduate of Murray State University. she was a retired
medical transcriber. She had resided in Brevard County, Fla.,
since 1962.
Born in Murray, she was the daughter of the late (Nice Wilson and Lois Wilson. One sister, Patricia Scott of Murray, also
preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, John Butterworth, to whom
she had been married for 44 years; three daughters, Mrs. Nancy
Jo Majure, Melbourne, Mrs. Kimberly Porteous, Trumbull.
Conn., and Mns. Karen Manch, Stuart, Fla.; one brother, Johnny
Wilson, Murray; three grandchildren.

Owens honored with
tea after retirement
After a 27-and-a-half years of
service in the Environmental Services Department at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Louise
Owens has retired. She was honored
with a departmental tea.
For the past 20 years, Louise was
assistzun director of Environmental
Services and served six-and-a-half
years as the 7-3 supervisor. One of
Louise's main areas was keeping the
Critical Care area sparkling and
neat. She made routine rounds of all
floors, answered pages for housekeepig and handled paperwork for
the department.
"Louise is the glue that has held
her department together trough all
its various changes through the
years," said Administrator Stuart
Poston. "Louise means a lot to our
hospital. When someone has been a
pan of our workplace for 27 years
like her, and then you lose this
person -- it's a big part.'
Director of Environmenal Services. Joe Choppi, described Louise
as "my right hand person."
"Louise is like a sister to me," he
said. "Someone will take her job
eventually, but we all know Louise
can't be replaced. We will miss her
greatly."

Miller elected
to Friends of
KET board

A Great Gift Idea
For Goiters

Stock Market
Report
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Mrs. Reba A. Clayton
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At the time she retired, Louise
was one of only 15 current MCCH
employers with 25 years or more of
continuous servicor. She worked
during the tenure of four different
administrators and was involved
with the transfer from the old Mason
Memorial Hospital to the new hospital and all its associated changes.
We were so proud of that new
building," she said. "Now. I've been
here to see all the additions and
remodeling to make what is now the
current building. I remember what a
terrible mess we had when there was
a fire in the Long Term Care Unit in
the early '60s. On the other hand, I
can now say I've seen the beautiful,
new areas for Environmental Services and Outpatient Services. It's
all fantastic for people in our area."
Poston, on behalf of the hospital,
presented Louise with a Hamilton
quartz watch with diamond insets
and the MCCH service logo charm
on the wrist band. She also received
agiftof
workers money from hospital co-
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'I don't have any major retirement plans, except I know I'll do a
lot of fishing!: Louise said with a
smile.
Louise has two daughters. Claire
Nance, pan-time PBX operator at
MCCH, and her husband, Gunner,
reside in Hamlin. Diane Dixon and
her husband, David, live in Stella.
Louise has three grandchildren and
one great-grandchild.
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400 Industrial Rd.
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Murray resident Laura Libassi
Miller has been elected to the
Friends of KET board of directors.
This leadership group for a network of volunteers across the Commonwealth generates awareness of
KET programming and related services. Miller is responsible for
activities in Calloway, Marshall,
and Tngg counties.
Miller spends more than six hours
a week as a school volunteer and
occasionally works in her husband's
office as a registered nurse. She was
named Outstanding District Volunteer in the Murray school system in
1991.
In addition to her involvement in
education-related community activities, Miller is a member of the
Murray Woman's Club and the
Murray Civic Music Association.
She is married to Dr. Dan Mason
Miller. In her spare time. Miller
enjoys tennis, gardening, and
bridge.

Like Clockwork
73 percent of all Kentucky shoppers clip and
use newspaper coupons
-- 63 percent of those "at
least twice a month."

Treas Lumber Dowit Center
OP•11
7D1.
A Woo&

Shopper Attitudes tn Kentucky, 1993
The Preston Gmup.l.mongton, Ky

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
Your Roam Inrognmont Company Sine. MAI
Mon.-Fri 740-6; Sat. 844 Sun, 1-4

Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only — Other Locations — Benton & Lake City

Murray's Most
Distinguished Men's Store

1/2 OFF

ITN

•Sport Coats
•Leather Coats
•Dress Shirts
'Dress Pants
•Ties
*Suits
And More • See Us Today!
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray

